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The conception of this issue of FMS Message coincided with the arrival of the pandemic which has been emblematic of the year 2020. The editorial group, made up of Brothers Luiz Carlos Gutiérrez (Vicar General), Óscar Martin (General Councillor), Valdicer Fachi (Director of the Department of International Mission Collaboration) and Jeff Crowe (Director of Formation for the Lavalla200> International Communities), met for the first time on 16 April 2020, when a number of countries were already facing the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. Since the theme had been approved by the General Council two months earlier, one of the first considerations of the group was whether or not to publish an issue on Global Availability during this period, right when all international travel and postings were being blocked. The team reflected on this and it became clear that the pandemic had exposed our vulnerabilities; the presumptions that underpin our timelines, projects, normal procedures and priorities were no longer holding up and indeed proving to be somewhat irrelevant. At the same time, it became clear that the crisis was bringing with it a great opportunity to affirm, especially at such a moment, the importance of the call of the last General Chapter to build a Global Charismatic Family. This remains an invitation that contains in summary form the DNA of the Marist Institute, characterised by the words of St Marcellin Champagnat: “All the dioceses of the world enter into our designs”.

The intention of this issue is to show the direction in which the Institute is heading as a Global Charismatic Family from the perspective of Global Availability. This perspective has a history but also a future to be encouraged and cultivated. The structure of the magazine, in terms of distribution of articles, is based on the Message of the last General Chapter, especially the first call: “Transform us, Jesus, and send us as a global charismatic family, a beacon of hope in this turbulent world”.

In the first chapter, “Transform us, Jesus,” we propose a reading of our contemporary reality, both in the world at large and in the Institute, highlighting the aspect of global connectedness.

The second chapter, entitled “Send us as a global charismatic family”, presents the current reality of the Marist Institute, showing the initiatives that highlight our global character in both Marist life and mission.

In the third and last chapter, “Beacon of Hope in this turbulent world”, we address the challenges and opportunities of Marist life in the light of this call to be and act as a Global Family.
A global Marist Family with hearts that know no bounds

Br. Ernesto Sánchez Barba, Superior General

Dear Marists of Champagnat. The intention of this issue of FMS Message is to look at the breadth of Marist life and mission beyond the borders of our Administrative Units – to recall the past, to acknowledge the present and to spur us forward into the future.

Just over twenty years ago, we rejoiced to celebrate the canonization of Saint Marcellin, a man with “a heart that knew no bounds”. We remember the time when he was so excited to be sending the first brothers to Oceania in 1836 that he expressed his own burning desire to go with them. He asked his superior, Fr. Colin, whether he could join them on this mission. Colin replied: “Your mission is not to go personally to evangelize these people, but to prepare apostles for them, apostles full of zeal and a spirit of sacrifice”. Given his spirit of obedience, Marcellin did not insist. His humility even led him to believe that he was unworthy of such a favour. He accepted the decision in faith but could not help but show the desire he still retained within. So, although he did not succeed in devoting his last days to the mission in Oceania, he dedicated himself to preparing excellent brothers for that purpose. (Cf. Life, p. 203) And so it was in the lifetime of St. Marcellin himself, that the Institute, then present in France alone, received the gift of missionary life to go beyond its borders. We are heirs to this charism which we received freely and which is today present in about 80 countries in the world.

Our Institute has been blessed with the wonderful and courageous witness of brothers who, in different periods of history, have given their whole lives to live out and embody the Marist charism outside their own countries. Sometimes the motivation and push for moving to new lands came from their social and political circumstances. On many other occasions, missions were initiated at the explicit request of Church authorities. At other times, initiatives came from one or other Superior General or from General Chapters. Some Provinces, on their own initiative, started, and are continuing to start, communities and works outside their provincial borders. In the past, there were ‘special’ novitiates that were dedicated to welcoming and preparing candidates to lead lives of generous availability for ministry in other parts of the world.

From our early days, then, this positive energy has been in us, an openness and willingness to serve children and young people wherever there is a need, an energy that echoes Champagnat’s intuition: All the dioceses of the world figure in our designs. We know that it has been mostly brothers who have participated in overseas missions. In recent years, however, we have also benefited from the gift of Marist lay men and women who have offered two, three or more years of their life to participate in some international mission project. In addition, there have been many volunteers who have joined us for shorter experiences.
TO JOURNEY TOGETHER AS A GLOBAL FAMILY

This was one of the calls that was felt most strongly during the XXII General Chapter: it is an invitation to live in a more co-responsible and interdependent way; to journey as Marists of Champagnat together, co-creating the New La Valla. This sense of belonging to a global Family gives rise to an attitude of global availability among other things: we are called to live and serve wherever we are needed. It is a call addressed to the hearts of all Marists of Champagnat, brothers and lay. Global availability is an attitude that is born of a deep Gospel and Marist spirituality, because only those who have a heart that is free and full of God, like that of Mary, are capable of living such detachment and generous dedication for others’ sake. We want to live up to this call even at this really strange moment of a pandemic, the result of Covid-19. There are some similarities between this period and what Marcellin experienced in his time. Many customary models and ways of acting related to society, politics, religion, the Church, seem to be in crisis and are out of sync with these times of continuous change and evolution. Educational and pastoral approaches that worked well for decades are now in need of radical change if they are to respond to contemporary youth. The experience of living through the current pandemic seems to be leading us everywhere to a revolution, asking us to return to solid and fundamental values if we really want to build a more human and fraternal society.
Perhaps something new is coming to birth at this historical moment. We are being asked not only to transform our hearts, but also to make radical changes in our ways of being and acting, in our structures and systems, with an eye to a renewed and different future. We can count on the light that comes from God and on the presence of Mary. Pope Francis, in his Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium, said:

“I dream of a “missionary option”, that is, a missionary impulse capable of transforming everything, so that the Church’s customs, ways of doing things, times and schedules, language and structures can be suitably channeled for the evangelization of today’s world rather than for her self-preservation.” (#27)

He added a blunt invitation to move out of our comfort zone in these words:

More than by fear of going astray, my hope is that we will be moved by the fear of remaining shut up within structures which give us a false sense of security, within rules which make us harsh judges, within habits which make us feel safe, while at our door people are starving and Jesus does not tire of saying to us: “Give them something to eat” (Mk 6:37). (#49)

These ideas are enlightening in our present circumstances and are very much in line with the repeated invitation of the Pope to ‘displace’ ourselves, to be an outgoing Church.

BEYOND BORDERS

Today it may seem paradoxical to be speaking of going beyond our borders to be among the people and witness to brotherhood and the Gospel, when borders remain closed everywhere, when there are problems with travel and visas, and when uncertainty generates fear... Yet, today more than ever, new situations of marginalization and living on the edge, of poverty and vulnerability, are emerging. We hear them as fresh calls and they reinforce the invitation of the Chapter to journey with children and young people living on the margins of life, as well as to respond boldly to emerging needs.

Each of us, wherever we are, can experience this sense of openness and global availability. Some will be able to do so by participating directly for a few years in international or inter-congregational mission projects. We are aware of the richness that can be experienced in living in an intercultural community carrying out its ministry in another country, as well as the challenges that can appear; hence, the importance of preparation and being as open as we can be. Others are invited, like Fr. Champagnat, to encourage, discern with and prepare those who feel a deep missionary desire.
As a global charismatic family, we are invited to have a sense of collective ownership of all these projects through which the Institute is trying to respond to new realities. They are projects that require us to accompany, evaluate and guide, each in its own context and with a clear sense of purpose. We are caught up in a continuous learning process, discovering and valuing the positive aspects that result, as well as the negative situations or mistakes made. We are very much aware that all this is God’s work, Mary’s work. Knowing this encourages us to keep moving forward in trust, beyond any fear or uncertainty.

I hope that the information and reflections presented in this magazine will be enlightening and touch our hearts. Like Mary, let us keep our ears open and attentive, listening to the Lord, offering our availability to serve the most needy, wherever the Lord calls us. And, following in Marcellin’s footsteps, let us be a global Marist family with hearts that know no bounds!

that plans and strategies are not sufficient. We are called to conversion, both personal and collective. As Marists, we must be true disciples, and our communities must be beacons of light and the Marian face of the Church in the midst of the world” (XXII General Chapter).

As a General Administration we are still feeling our way and learning a lot. We want to join and serve you in bringing to life the calls from God discerned at the General Chapter for all Marists of Champagnat. We take courage from knowing that Mary, our Good Mother, is walking alongside us and that “this is her work” as Marcellin said so frequently.
CHAPTER 1

Transform Us

Jesus
1. Hope for life in our global society

“...And hope is what shows us that life, even with its trials and difficulties, is full of a grace that makes it worth being lived, protected and defended”.

(Pope Francis, 27 May 2020)

The global village (McLuhan, 1968) has been one of the most widely used and publicised metaphors in describing the cultural, technological, political and sociological evolution of the mid-twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first. It became particularly relevant after the fall of the Berlin Wall and with the reconfiguration of political and economic blocs. It accelerated with free trade agreements, with the boom in tourism and mass movements, with an increase in migration and, especially, with the exponential developments in the field of communications. It is an aspiration born of the traumatic lessons learned from the two world wars and from a myriad of military, religious and ideological conflicts that stain our contemporary history (genocides, terrorism, wars). Through international bodies (UN, WHO, UNICEF, FAO, WTO, International Court of Justice in The Hague,...) and different agreements, the foundations have been laid for international
cooperation and relations that are unprecedented in history. These political and economic bodies have given rise to the progressive development of globalisation, which however has had a very uneven and multi-authored evolution. In economics, the rise of liberalism, free trade, the creation of common markets, the deregulation of economic activities, capital flows, and the delocalization and relocation of business activities have generated a complex environment of global interests that have reduced the capacity of national states to react autonomously. However, it is the development of technology and communication (in all formats and media) that has driven this enormous cultural and sociological transformation. The impact and depth of this transformation is so significant that it is currently impossible to understand the economy, society and contemporary culture without the “global” key. And this is because society itself is based on a growing network of connections with greater interdependence on all fronts: flows of information, knowledge, investment, capital, raw materials, knowledge, ideas, research, education, people, crime, fashion, images, beliefs, religion (Castells 1996; Tomlinson 1999; Urry 2003) and much more.

MULTI-LOCATION

The experience of the ordinary citizen (and Marist) is one of increasing “multi-location”, which means being and feeling ‘local’ while being and feeling ‘global’ as well. It is the reality of living “here” in our local context, with all its specific features, as well as participating in multiple ways in the ideas, discussions and lifestyles that link us or even drive us as human beings and as global citizens. For example, whatever the chosen scenario, we talk about the problems of the environment in the Amazon or the fires in Australia, as if they were our own. We follow news programs, music programs or TV series, generated in faraway places. We can eat Chinese, Italian or Mexican food in the centre of any city in the world, large or small. We are interested in engineering advances in India, politics in the United States or Brazil, emigration in the Mediterranean or in the Central American-Mexican corridor, the situation in Argentina, the con-
sequences of Brexit or the lack of medical equipment from China, the financial downturn or the COVID-19 pandemic. These issues interest us, affect us and condition us. Likewise, we participate in the great social and cultural debates of the world such as those referring to equity, justice, freedom, environmental protection, children, privacy, poverty, violence, famine, minorities, segregation, gender, quality of life, sustainability, welfare state, education, health, spirituality.

In a ‘global’ society a wide range of possibilities for intercultural living is now on offer. At the same time, in our local societies we are challenged by very pressing issues - issues that differ in the unfortunately named First or Third World - which touch the lives of many, seek positive outcomes, and which are necessary or even dramatic in some instances. These discussions provoke constant reflection on lifestyles and our very concept of society, culture, religion, the state, nationalities, and towns. Thinking about the consequences of the current health crisis (2020) is a good example. Which scenario will we move towards? For some, towards a revised but strengthened globalisation, with less Chinese influence. For others, towards a return to national interests with protectionist overtones, even to a form of nationalism that excludes others. Both extremes show that we have not learned much. Both lead to pasts that we know so well. Perhaps the more balanced path of “glocalization” (a term popularised by R. Robertson as early as 1992) will reveal more balanced and realistic opportunities in the medium term. Close observation can show that local cultures and global influences are interdependent and each local culture gives a distinctive local meaning to such influences. So, local values will not be lost on the global stage. In glocalisation, education and evangelisation are well-placed to offer a positive response to this emerging world.
Societies, groups of nations, cultural and religious minorities or majorities organise themselves in particular ways to define how they understand themselves in relation to others, and how they choose to interact with them. It is the same for us Marists. In a constant state of hybrid formation (García Canclini, 1995), each of us has been engaged in continuous reflection on how to adapt our very existence to both the surrounding and global environments. What really changes in the life of young indigenous Guatemalans when they look at the world through the Internet (WhatsApp, Youtube, Netflix, Facebook,...) once they turn off their mobile phone? A lot or little, we do not know, but we can say with some certainty that something does change. New ideas fill their minds. Their perspectives change as they process what they have seen in relation to their local context. They explore and finally pull the threads together. They do not stop being Guatemalan by tasting a small but potent drop of cosmopolitanism. In fact, the experience can help them avoid the risk of becoming ethnocentric (“we are better than everyone else, much better”) that has been such a constant feature over the years of how we see our own cultures (e.g. American, German, French,...). The same could be said of any young person or adult from Tabatinga, Moinesti, Syracuse, Atlantis, Holguin, Mount Druitt, Giasnogor, Guadalajara, Chicago... All the current interconnectedness that results from this diverse and profound globalisation (Robertson, 2010) can help, in the long term, to facilitate and shape attitudes of understanding, empathy, tolerance, inclusion and co-responsibility in a world that we want to be better, and better for all. Thus, prolonged exposure to global communication, to listening to different social or religious narratives, to interaction with “the other” of a different culture or background to our own, opens an extraordinary door for the educational and evangelizing activity of our Institute. Opportunities abound in our days for reflecting on social justice, human experience, transcendence, the dialogue between faith and culture and, not least, the common good. In this way, we can lay the foundations for and strengthen a growing global consciousness, a different kind of global citizenship. Educational spaces such as schools, universities, social and apostolic centres, communities, charismatic groups, etc. can be places with open doors, for discussions, for ethical and moral growth, and for a new planetary consciousness. Likewise, immersion experiences of ‘global availability’ acquire a new meaning as vehicles for this personal ‘de-localisation’ and re-invention.

**AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY**

Herein lies the great strength, weakness, threat and opportunity that our Global Charismatic Family faces: to be or not to be an open and active player in the great ethical and spiri-
When Brother Jacinto Escudero suggested to me the possibility of going to spend a year in the community of the Brothers in Florianópolis, I did not hesitate. Eight months have already passed since I returned from there and I still feel part of that community. I received much more than I gave. This experience marked my life and served to encourage me to mark the lives of those who need it most.

Fátima Almeida, Volunteer in Brasil Centro-Sul Province of Compostela

In the current debates of our world; to be a point of reference for a world that is open to all. The ‘global’ society allows us to promote transformative dialogue, to build bridges, to actually be what the metaphor says, a ‘house of light’. As an Institute, we are about to take a dizzying jump: from isolation - represented by an exaggerated focus on our respective Provinces - to becoming a global charismatic family, one that is more outgoing and collaborative. When we change our lodestar, our goal, we change our attitude.

Pope Francis helps us move in this direction. From the very outset of his pontificate, he has included such social and cultural debates in the ethical and spiritual reflection of the Church. He has positioned the Church within the debates going on in this global society, bringing “the smell of sheep”. This can be seen in his encyclical Evangelii Gaudium, in his interventions on immigration, violent conflicts, integral ecology, social marginalization, and the dignity of each human person. In all of this, he has set a direction: promote a culture of encounter that will provide the ethical, moral and spiritual framework that the global village needs to be truly a home of all and for all, a space of mutual enrichment and understanding, of transformative dialogue and of choosing to collaborate as parts of a single whole. We Marists, too, can play our part in this by expanding our availability, mission, action and reflection; by expanding our hope for life.
2. We aspire to something more: to be a global charismatic family

The XXII General Chapter was an extraordinary experience of discernment and paradigm shift. The process we used gave us many ways of addressing the double-edged question:

What does God want us to be and what does God want us to do in this emerging world? The capitulants entered into this process honestly and openly. Constructive dialogues, listening to the contemporary and emerging world and to the voices of young people, lay people, brothers, provinces, prayer and contemplation, the urging of the Gospel and reference to Mary and Champagnat... all helped us to understand what God was asking us to transform now and in the future for us to become a global body. We took a long time examining answers to this question and their implications across the various areas of our life and mission and, in particular, in what it means for our self-understanding as an Institute. Gradually, consensus firmed around three intuitions and convictions that are expressed in the first call of the Chapter. This required a process of detachment and re-imagination. We could see that we had to leave behind...

Br. Luis Carlos Gutiérrez Blanco, Vicar General

Br. Óscar Martín Vicario, General Councillor
a culture of isolation in order to progress towards a new and promising paradigm of communion and life. The drive for a greater emphasis on ‘family’, on our ‘charismatic dimension’, on ‘global’ became clear to the capitulants who experienced it as a movement of the Spirit.

WE ASPIRE TO BE MORE OF A FAMILY.

The first intuition is that, in being “one” family, we aspire to be more of a family. At the Chapter we experienced a profound “sense” of unity, a desire for communion and a readiness for greater synergy. This “feeling” translated into a call to recognize the need for and importance of being in touch with one another, networking and sharing resources. In our reflection, we realized that we had to abandon a culture of provincial self-referencing and a vision of the Institute interpreted as a quasi-federation of provinces. We wanted to implement the call to real and effective communion in an equally interconnected world. This is why the Chapter decided to continue the process of regionalisation and to promote inter-regional collaboration, building up a global body with agile, simple and participative structures. It likewise proposed the creation or consolidation of networks at the level of administrative units, regions and the general administration, to promote innovation and the renewal of our practices in education and evangelization. In this way, these three actors - provinces, regions and the Institute – have been given fresh roles as well as a means - networking - to put new structures in place for “our” family, in which we all have a sense of contribution and ownership.
WE ASPIRE TO LIVE THE CHARISMATIC DIMENSION WITH GREATER INTENSITY

The second intuition is that, in being a charismatic family, we aspire to live our charismatic dimension with greater intensity. The Chapter understood that the basis of our unity is the richness of our charism, which is being shared more and more widely. We are a family with a tradition, values, characters, and spirituality that give it a strong foundation. The future we hope for is related to building on this, transmitting this charismatic inspiration with creative fidelity. Therefore, the Chapter invited us to explore further the diversity of possibilities of life, ministries, spirituality, activities, and ways of bonding around the charism as well as the passion arising from our respective vocational calls.

WE ASPIRE TO BE MORE GLOBAL

The third intuition is that, in being a global family, we aspire to be more global. At the Chapter, our global character was strongly felt. We understood that building up this family will mean drawing on the wealth of meanings and contributions of the Marist world, with an open and inclusive attitude. That is our hope: the “hope of acting as a global body”. To that end, the Chapter used words such as: to build, to promote, to nurture, to open up, to be available and to rediscover. As a charismatic family, we feel the call and passion for mission. We envision mission as outreach towards our emerging world: responsive, innovative, and courageous. At the same time, our enthusiasm for mission involves a preferential choice for the lives of thousands of children, young people and adults, in many different schools, in growth areas, youth ministry, works of solidarity, volunteering, and the promotion of an integral ecology. And at the existential peripheries. The Chapter dreamed of our moving forward with confidence. And to achieve all of this, it asked us for greater global availability. For this reason, and because we sense in this call the stirring of God’s spirit, being a global charismatic family will mean a new way of looking at and understanding the world and ourselves as well.

FAMILY, CHARISM AND OUR GLOBAL CHARACTER

In this sense, the three elements: family, charism and our global character, complement each other to create a new vision... one that includes the organisational and structural aspects already mentioned, but also a new self-understanding at its core. And this has its consequences.

Living interculturally as a global family is today a norm rather than an exception. It is an invitation to accept and celebrate our cultural and religious differences. I have lived this way with immeasurable joy for ten years; the joy one feels after having answered and lived the Ad Gentes’ call and having to accept and celebrate the challenges of cultural and religious diversity that are inherent in a global family. You can see my smile.

BR. VIGILIO BWALYA, MDA
From Bangladesh - Southern Africa
On one level, progress has been quickest in the field of Marist mission, getting new structures into place and improving our working method. This is probably because the Chapter was more concrete in this area and the consensus was greater. Today we can no longer understand our educational and evangelizing mission, our service to those in need, and our organization apart from networking and regionalisation, apart from being interconnected and more collaborative. This is the new normal that the Chapter described as ‘interdependence’. But there is another level as we have already pointed out... one that is going to require equally determined steps, some of which we have already taken. This is the whole area of life and charism... where the calls of the Chapter break new ground. Interdependence is, after all, a call that is not only about structures but about our very lives and vitality. That is how we understand it, and what we are trying to develop in our Institute, in fidelity to the spirit of the Chapter which is well summarized in its message: “To promote and nourish Marist life in all its diversity, working towards our deeply-felt desire to act as ‘one global body’”. (Lots of energy and grounded-ness in those terms: “nourish”, “diversity”, “body”). Interestingly, even our newly introduced Rule of Life, in an article dealing with global availability, links it strictly to mission (RL 81). Nevertheless, and even if different words are used, the calls
to a new communion are multiple and eloquent... and in this case much more linked to life and fraternity: our relationships revealing “the face of a God of communion” (RL 38), an invitation to be “experts in communion” (RL 39), and a proposal to journey together, Brothers and lay people, with a “spirituality of communion” (RL 31). Life and mission necessarily complement each other in our identity... that is why our efforts to build up our global charismatic family today must act on the existential intuitions that are behind the Chapter text and dream:

---

**A GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY...**

sharing life in a new communion as brothers and lay people is already part of our self-description. The Chapter took a few further but timid steps in this regard, but we have to advance much more quickly over the coming years: there is a lot of work to be done on possible association models, ways of bonding and styles of ‘mixed’ communities (“the future of the charism will be based on a communion of fully committed Marists”).

---

**A GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY...**

expressed in a new style of community living. We have been exploring this in fits and starts but it needs “fresh thinking” and daring. Although we do not know yet what to do about it, I believe that many of us feel that “it does not work anymore”. The young Brothers’ message to the Chapter highlighted this point with courage.

---

**A GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY...**

in the availability of each one within this new family... The Chapter sensed this, and there were even proposals such as for the Superior General to appoint all the brothers. While not being quite this drastic, maybe the underlying intuition should be recovered but how?

---

**A GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY...**

in a real, fraternal sharing of goods in a strong sense of solidarity... Maybe we still find it hard to take this step, and we feel the sting of internal inequalities. In the section on the use of material goods, the Chapter stated, “We need to be a global family in communion and solidarity”.

---

**FINALLY, A GLOBAL CHARISMATIC FAMILY,**

with an “inclusive”, open and holistic lifestyle. This will only be possible if we truly cultivate a new spirituality, a “spirituality of the heart, which fills us with joy and makes us inclusive”; a spirituality not centred on how we pray, but on how we look around us and engage with life.

---

All of these words - communion, spirituality, new community models, real availability, inclusion... point to what the Chapter understood as a ‘global charismatic family’... They capture the Chapter’s core message and God’s dream for Marists today. The words of Pope Francis are relevant for us, “We are one human family. May the joint effort against the pandemic make us recognise our need
to strengthen our fraternal bonds”. That is our challenge and our goal, with the distinctive touches and characteristics that Mary and Champagnat inspire in us.

To remind us of this, the Chapter motto put a verb at the start of its call, which today we take up as both a proposal and a commitment for all Marists of Champagnat: let us “journey together”.

After 20 years working at home in Mexico, I was sent to the international novitiate in Ghana. A marvellous five years in West Africa, among people with a wonderful culture. The first three men we formed were themselves missioned years later to China, Vietnam and Cambodia!

For the following 15 years I took part in founding Marist life in Tanzania; a beautiful country, famous for Kilimanjaro, Ngorongoro and Serengeti, but even more for the warmth and friendliness of its people.

In Thailand, I was in the first group working with migrant children before being appointed to the Marist Sector of Haiti, in the enthralling ministry of forming Marist apostles for their mission to the most needy.

Mary, the woman with an open heart, is the one behind everything we do. ATJTM – ATMFJ!
3. Every Diocese in the World...

Marist Universalism According to Champagnat

Four of Champagnat’s letters affirm, with some variations, the conviction that the Society of Mary is destined for a universal mission.¹ In 1836 he wrote to the superior of a boarding school who was reluctant to hand over the management of his establishment to the Institute. Champagnat reminds him that he could easily recall his brothers: “I can assure you once again that I am for all the dioceses, and the universal Church is the object of our society.”² Again, concerning the same school, he wrote to the Bishop of Grenoble: “Every diocese in the world...?”. Later, Brother Jean-Baptiste evokes this formula a little differently in the Life of the Founder.⁴ These statements of Champagnat’s are late and are formulated in correspondence with diocesan leaders. It is a way of telling them that the Society of Mary had decided to put itself at their service, but not exclusively. In these circumstances, Champagnat does not consider himself as only the superior of the branch of the brothers but as a legitimate representative of the universal Church.

¹ “We are not limited to either the diocese of Lyons or the territory of France” (Letter No. 43). Letter written in the summer of 1834 to the Vicar General of the Diocese of Nevers who had asked for Brothers.

² Letter no. 70, Oct. 1836 to Fr. Douillet, director of the boarding school of La Côte-Saint-André in the diocese of Grenoble.

³ Letter No. 93, Feb. 15, 1837, to Bishop de Bruillard of Grenoble. He repeated the same formula to Bishop Trouset d’Hericourt of Aubun in May 1837 (No. 112).

⁴ Life, 1st Part, Ch. 20 p. 218. In Ch. 11, p. 117, the author puts in the mouth of Bishop de Pins the wish that the work of Champagnat would fill not only his diocese “but the whole of France”. It is very unlikely that this wish was ever expressed.
representative of the spirit of the whole Society, of which he is one of the few founding members.

Even if Champagnat had not pronounced these words, which moreover are too easily taken out of context, his apostolic universal worldview would not be in doubt. It was already embedded in the Marist formula of Fourvière, a true plan for a missionary society with a universal vocation under the auspices of Mary and the Pope. Indeed, the Marists were among the heirs of a clergy who had fought against a universal revolutionary ideology and who had experienced persecution, emigration and exile, yet also dreamed of the world as a place with more missionary potential (America, China, Russia in particular) and with a greater future than old Europe which had sunk into apostasy.\footnote{That is why in 1814-1816 Vicar General Bochard had to take measures to prevent young clerics from going to missionary orders (Jesuits, Lazarists...) and he was careful not to encourage the effective birth of the Society of Mary.}

Some Marists, especially Colin and Champagnat, were forced to wait a long time. They understood their priestly ministry as an opportunity to invent new apostolic communities: parish missions for the former; the Brothers for the latter. When the “missions” abroad were belatedly proposed to them, this was welcomed by the two branches of the SM who saw in it the coming to fulfilment of their initial plan and a logical complement of their missionary work in France which was already established and which cut across traditional territorial frontiers. There were brothers in the first group of Marist missionaries who left for Oceania at the end of 1836 and Champagnat would send others in the years to come.
4. History of the international spread of the Marist Brothers

Adapted from History of the Institute, Vols 2 and 3, 2017 (FMS Studia)

The numbers tell a story. Since our foundation in France the Brothers have been present in 104 countries.

From 1884 onwards the Institute was to give priority to the “missions”, sending out large numbers of Brothers from their homeland. This decision was a sign of dynamism but also an admission of how difficult it had become to live the mission in France. It was not a rediscovery of mission but a variation in tactics. The forced exile and secularisation of 1903 almost completely severed the umbilical cord that connected the Institute to France. By 1914, more than half the Brothers outside of France were French: two-thirds of the Brothers in the Americas and almost all in the Middle East, Sri Lanka and China.

While acceptance was the general rule in Anglo-Saxon countries with Protestant majorities, countries with a Catholic tradition were beset with strong anti-religious and anti-clerical undercurrents. Tensions and sometimes open conflicts alternated with moments of harmony. In countries with other traditions such as in the Middle East and Asia, tension was more the rule ending sometimes in expulsion (Turkey, China), but for political reasons more than religious. In accepting numbers of non-Catholics, the schools were missionary centres. This was not because of the number of resulting conversions but because they fostered relationships that were almost ecumenical (as in South Africa, Turkey, Greece, and China), although they would never have expressed it this way.

In his History of the Institute written in 1947, Br Jean-Emile devoted a special chapter to “Our Missions”, beginning in 1836 with the departure of the first Brothers to Oceania. Then he reminded readers that, in Marist texts, until 1902 the word “mission” referred to any country outside of France where Brothers went, including Canada and Spain, “both
very Catholic countries”. Later, Circulars referred to departures “for distant lands”. Finally, the meaning was restricted to “pagan countries” such as China, Turkey, Ceylon, Madagascar, Congo “and some others”. But by 1947 the term “pagan country” was starting to be out-dated.

In the thinking of most Brothers, mission and the growth of the Institute went hand in hand. “It is much more important to found the Institute in the countries of the future than to set up a new community in one of the old Provinces”. His final reflection showed great realism: in many countries “the question of nationality determines who can stay and who must go. (…) If we delay, we will see the doors closed on our faces”.

Even if the Brothers managed to adapt themselves to new cultures, they often remained for a long time like foreign enclaves because of their language, their customs and mentality. This created difficulties in regard to real integration into the country and local recruiting. Overall, the Marist Brothers knew how to maintain a missionary attitude even when their inculturation was quite often problematic.

In 1967, the years when the number of Brothers was at its peak, the number of Brothers working outside their country were as shown in the table (numbers over 10 only).
Is it possible to develop some sort of theory to explain successes and failures (in establishing Marist presence)? One could point to the ambiguity around mission and colonisation which prevented Marist works from getting fully established in many countries such as the Middle East or China. But more often political events and wars played a decisive role, notably in hindering the Brothers and their works from becoming integrated into the local culture. The case of China can be taken as typical in this regard. (Cuba after the Revolution saw the expulsion of all the Brothers in 1961.)

In the end, wherever the Institute had succeeded in taking root it was because it had been among populations with a western and Christian culture. There the Brothers could quite easily build a working relationship with the people, taking the time needed, making a large enough commitment of personnel, and being flexible enough to assimilate into the local culture. In principle, the Institute was quite ill-prepared to work in with local populations since its official rule was one of international uniformity, based on European culture and more specifically French culture. What is astonishing is that the Institute succeeded so well, probably because the Brothers adopted a practical and intuitive manner in

Without a doubt, to live the mission without borders, in a country with many needs, requires a dose of what I would call “adventure” to face what is different, and another dose of “detachment” to leave the personal world in which we live, often with a certain comfort, to inculturate ourselves and assume a new way of life. I have learned that everything in this world is worthwhile when the heart is open and ready to accept new challenges. Opportunities present themselves and must be seized. For those who dream of “venturing” sometime into this global world of Marist Mission, I encourage you to dream without fear, because the experience will certainly be enriching and fascinating.

East Timor is rich in flourishing vocations, where children and young people are a large part of this flock of God, which is evidence of an opportunity for our charism and where the Church has a well-defined role in serving the poorest and most abandoned. Now that we are offered the opportunity to build a global family, falling in love with the cause of the Gospel, being a sign of faith and hope of a Church at the service of the simplest and the humblest.

**Br. Lécio José Heckler, Province of Australia, East Timor – From Brasil Sul-Amazônia**
their approach to local cultures. They just went about living in new cultures, without theorising about what they were doing.

**THE CHANGING FACE OF CHRISTIANITY AND MISSION EVERYWHERE**

Three moments of the Institute’s ‘going out on mission’ can be postulated, at least in how this was understood. Before 1914, there was a close connection between being promoters of one’s home culture and mission; at the same time, mission was understood as leaving one’s homeland independent of the destination. In a second moment, missionaries came from many places; also, the character of the country of destination was taken into account in the definition of mission. After 1946, the third moment, mission was clearly defined by identifying missionary territory as “pagan”. Nevertheless the notion of a ‘pagan country’ became blurred as the notion of a ‘Christian country’ began to break down. From 1960 onwards, Christians and pagans were everywhere. Mission no longer referred to clearly defined geographical places since the history of the 20th century was characterised
by two opposing trends: the deconstruction of traditional Christianity and the expansion of the Church throughout the whole world. This was the new reality that the Vatican Council attempted to address, and the Institute would do the same.

POST 1967

At the 1967 Chapter, the Commission on Mission put forward a global plan for missionary implantations, even proposing that 10% of active Brothers could be engaged in this task, at the cost of reorganisation of existing works... Up to a point, it was the reappearance of the 1903 strategy that sought to save the congregation through missionary outreach. The Chapter did not adopt the proposal but Br. Basilio encouraged Provinces to take new initiatives beyond their borders and a number did just that. The Chapter elected a General Councillor for Missions, Olivier Sentenne from Canada, who swapped roles after 3 years with René Gilbert Joos, himself a veteran of China.

“It was in the Generalates of Brother Charles and Brother Benito that attention turned to re-establishing Marist presences in countries from which the Brothers had been forced to leave... During the Generalate of Brother Seán, a decisive move was made to turn the attention of the whole Institute towards the largest and least evangelised continent, and to a region where the Marist presence was relatively small: Asia.” (History of the Institute Vol 3, Br Michael Green) The Marist spirit behind the vision was that of a “Heart that Knows no Bounds” which was the slogan for Canonisation celebrations in 1999.

“In his letter of convocation to the 2005 General Conference, which was sent to all the Brothers of the Institute, Brother Seán Sammon, Superior General, addressed this theme: ‘First of all, we have been an international Institute for over a century, but we have not always acted like one... Second, we profess the importance of “mission ad gentes,” and yet this fundamental aspect of our lives has grown steadily weaker in recent years. Once again, the consequence of this situation is obvious: a waning of the missionary spirit that has always marked our Institute ... Our spirit of mission ad gentes needs strengthening today.’ Endorsement was given by the Provincials (at the General Conference) to what was proposed: an invitation to the Institute for 150 brothers and also lay Marists to relocate to a new country, with the intention of building fresh expressions of Marist life and mission among needy young people.”

Br Seán in his 2006 Circular, Making Jesus known and loved: Marist apostolic life today, spoke about, “Brothers and lay partners who spend a
significant amount of time serving in a foreign mission situation, and who then return to their homeland carrying with them a missionary vision and spirit.”

In introducing the new department in the General Administration of Cmi (Collaboration for Mission International) in his 2013 letter To the Ends of the Earth, Br Emili Turú, Superior General, recalled the proposals from the XXI General Chapter 2009:

• to establish international and inter-provincial communities which will be open to Marist Brothers and Lay Marists and serve in the vanguard of new areas of mission;

• to strengthen the further development of Mission Ad Gentes in Asia, and open it out to other areas where a need is discerned;

• to establish a Marist volunteer service in support of our mission, whose members are available to work in our ministries in need or to be mobilized for emergencies.

In his 2015 letter, Montagne: the dance of mission, Br Emili introduced the plan of establishing international communities for a new beginning, which were to be later known as Lavalla200+ communities. The language of ‘mission’ has changed remarkably from previous generations. “It is as though God’s self were a dance of life, of love, of energy, moving throughout the world, inviting each one to join in the dance… And if we consider mission as dialogue, then we are very far from that image of mission as conquering the world for Christ, and the people committed to mission as the marines of the Catholic Church. It is rather about recognising that mission must be carried out in vulnerability, in humility, open to being evangelised by the very ones we are called to evangelise… As members of the Church, we Marists exist solely and exclusively to participate in the mission of God and not to seek our own survival.” He presented the vision of the General Council, discerned after the 2013 General Conference, which contained two totally new phrases for Marists: ‘global availability’ and ‘intercultural practices’. We believe that the elements contained in this vision are a call to each and every Marist to make these a reality, in accordance with their particular context.

The Message of the XXII General Chapter of 2017 is entitled Journeying Together as a Global Family. One of their ‘beliefs’ is that “our vocation implies an availability to go anywhere in our world-
wide family, working alongside the poor, especially children and young people, to transform the world.”

Br Ernesto Sánchez, Superior General, added his personal invitation in a video in 2019, “For this project to succeed, we need people who are prepared to live their daily lives with integrity, to learn, to set out together on a journey of intercultural, international living and so give concrete expression to our global family... We are counting on you.

Acceptance and recognition of accents from different countries and communities are real. And, above all, we cherish our intercultural living by the life shared in the small fraternities.

Brothers from the Marist International Center Nairobi, Kenya

5. The song of the sea
Re-founding and Restructuring

Between 1993 and 2004, the Little Brothers of Mary combined their forces to listen in unison to the song of a sea that had long shown signs of an impending tsunami.

With a growing attentiveness to the signs of this turbulent sea, they undertook the most significant structural reorganisation in the history of our Institute (GREEN, M. History of the Institute, T 3, (Rome, 2001).

The song of the sea ends on the shore or in the hearts of those who listen... (Khalil Gibran).
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2017), p.303). Over those years, we passed from being arrayed within 57 Administrative Units, most of them in single countries, to 31 international Units. The deep undertow of this sea was called re-founding, its tsunami waves, restructuring. All the Administrative Units and all the Brothers listened with one heart, at times bewildered, to this unexpected song of the Marist sea.

With some 27 years of hindsight, I will try to explain, including to myself, the institutional process with its re-founding energies that drove the waves of restructuring ceaselessly towards the shores of our Administrative Units.

**THE PAST - WHAT HAPPENED BETWEEN 1993 AND 2004?**

There were two General Chapters (1993 and 2001) and two General Conferences (1997 and 2005). On each of the four occasions the topic of re-founding and restructuring took up a large portion of the time and energies of the delegates. The way we were organised up till 1993 was characteristic of religious groups in full expansion mode, sustained by the abilities and energy of the Brothers. The structures of the time that had been in place in 1975 were still there unchanged in 1993. The number of Brothers had halved. Their age? In 1975 the most numerous age group was those less than 31; in 1993, it was those over 70.

The Little Brothers in 1993 immediately took up the background song: the need to give new life and energy to Marist life and mission; either re-found or die. As in previous Chapters we prayed for the desired personal and institutional conversion to be in communion with the heart of Champagnat. The urgency to re-found shar-
pened our awareness of the need to reconfigure for the sake of the vitality of our life and mission. The 1997 General Conference, following on from the nervous call of 1993, came to a firm decision that a global process of restructuring was an urgent priority for the Institute. The next four years were ones of tireless activity, with good coordination between the General Administration and the Administrative Units, to bring the process to fruition. By 2004, with the exception of Asia and Oceania, all Units had completed the restructuring process that would change their previous composition and way of operating. The 2001 General Chapter and the 2005 General Conference continued to listen closely to the song of the Marist sea:

- One, they reaffirmed the decision to complete the restructuring that had been initiated.
- Two, they focussed on three key criteria for restructuring: vitality for mission, an international character, and a commitment to the formation of and sharing life with laypeople.
- Three, a new thrust, named regionalisation, was given to collaboration between the restructured Units.

Restructuring was completed in Asia in 2007 and in 2012 in Oceania.

THE PRESENT

The Brothers of the 1993 generation were courageous men. They sacrificed the comfort of what was familiar as well as their financial and personnel resources for the sake of better listening to the song of re-founding. They did this because of their love of all things Marist, their openness to an international mindset, and their unconditional availability to help make our life and mission more vital. The experience of the tsunami of restructuring has made us less fearful of structural change. The growing integration of Marist laypeople into our life and mission will soon mean more re-organisation. This will be welcome. The Marists of Champagnat are opening up to new possibilities, with great hope, ready to continue listening the song of our sea.

VII General Conference 2005
6. Moving the Institute in a New Direction

On June 12th, here in the United States, we commemorated the life of Medgar Evers, a black man who worked tirelessly to promote racial equality.

Though his efforts resulted in death threats, Evers refused to compromise. As his wife noted: “Medgar was a man who saw a job that needed to be done; he answered the call and took up the fight for freedom, dignity, and justice, not just for his people but for all people”. On June 12th, 1963 Medgar Evers was shot in the back in the driveway of his home. He died in front of his wife and children.

Why tell the story of Medgar Evers? What does the life and ministry of this good and gentle man have to teach us today? I tell this story because Evers lived during a period that was pregnant with the possibility of change. More so, he was willing to ask hard questions, develop challenging solutions, and take bold action to implement them.
Marcellin Champagnat lived during a similar time in history and so do we today. Like Medgar Evers and Marcellin Champagnat, do you and I have the will, the courage, the zeal to take advantage of this opportunity to transform our Institute and move it in a new direction?

**LA VALLA 1817 – THE DESIRE TO HELP THOSE AT THE MARGINS**

As we work to answer that question, let’s step back two centuries to an obscure village in Central France by the name of La Valla. It is January 2nd, 1817; a young priest — about the same age as the revolution that recently swept his country — has just set in motion a movement aimed at changing his world and ours.

At the time, I doubt he realized that fact nor was he completely sure where he was headed; then again, neither were the two young men who had joined him in this apparent foolhardy adventure. However, aren’t so many beginnings of greatness similar in form and style: youth, willingness to be disturbed, to risk all, to make mistakes, to respond to an apparent and absolute human need staring you in the face, as well as a faith that believes in the unconditional love of God. Like Medgar Evers, Marcellin Champagnat understood that dreams about change are one thing; acting to implement that change is quite another matter. He knew full well that choices had to be made and that often enough the choices made would meet with some opposition.

What did Marcellin Champagnat have in his mind and heart that January day in 1817? Something quite simple: the burning desire to help young people—but particularly those at the margins, those who had very little in terms of material goods—to help them fall in love with God.

Which brings us to today. During the last half century, we have witnessed the unraveling of a form of consecrated life that was meant for another time in history. While some might mourn its passing, we must turn our energies toward creating the future. This question faces us: how do we reinvent Marist life and mission for the 21st century?

Delegates to our most recent General Chapter helped point a way forward. They challenged all
of us to embark on a journey of faith and to put aside old paradigms so as to reimagine our Institute as a global family. We are called at this time in our history to carry out that task as Marists, both brothers and lay. And so, let us make a pledge today similar to the one made by the seminarians and newly ordained young priests who gathered at Fouvière — so full of dreams and hope and who had been touched profoundly by this woman of faith named Mary of NazarethIr. Let us dedicate our lives and become her presence in our world giving witness to the Marist virtues of mercy and compassion. Let us be her heart and hands among young people in this twenty-first century. As we do so, let us pray that the Spirit of God ignites in each of us — Marist of Champagnat — the fire of renewal, giving us the courage to be as bold, as daring and as in love with God as was this simple country priest and son of Mary named Marcellin Champagnat. May we, like him, be fire upon this earth making Jesus known and loved among poor children and young people and, thus, may we transform our Institute and its mission as we begin this third century of Marist life.
7. Do whatever he tells you - a spirituality for global availability?

I remember that, when I was a novice, I really liked praying the famous prayer of Charles de Foucauld: “Lord, do with me what you will; whatever it is, I thank you.”

It is a beautiful text, which expresses an evangelical, radical, total availability... And although I think I prayed it sincerely at the time... in other periods of my life it has provoked “fear and trembling” in me, and I am not sure if I would have dared to honestly repeat those words with the same enthusiasm.

I am amazed and really delighted to see the number of people who continue to make themselves truly available. Among them, brothers and lay Marists who offer themselves for a year, two years, or a whole lifetime. I remember how, as a child, I used to admire missionaries, and I continue to value such gestures of self-giving. No doubt we each have our own perspective, but I always admire them... And they make me ask myself where their availability comes from?

Br. Óscar Martín Vicario,
General Councillor

Lavalla200: Moinesti, Romania
“Where there is a Brother, there I have my house”, I feel at home with my Brothers when I feel that we are called to follow Jesus, in the style of Mary, and so... in different corners of the world. I have learnt to see things differently, and by sharing what I am experiencing, I feel that I can help the community to grow. It helps to put myself in an attitude of learning and listening; in this way, I place my qualities at the service of the mission, in any way I can help, doing it with joy. My passion for mission goes beyond living and longing to be in my home country.

BR. TEODORO GRACEDA
Province of East Central Africa
Tanzania - from Mexico

This reminds me of the story of the monk who found a precious stone on the road... and put it in his shoulder bag. Days later he met a man and, when he opened his bag to share his food, the traveller saw the jewel and asked for it. The monk simply gave it to him. The man thanked him and left rejoicing at this unexpected gift. However, a few days later he returned to find the monk, gave him back the precious stone and implored him: “Now I beg you to give me something much more valuable than this jewel. Please give me the secret of freedom and detachment that let you give it to me for free”.

WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?

Why do brothers, lay Christians and many others offer their time, energy and dedication to mission for free? Certainly, there are those who attribute it to a quest for new experiences, novelty, running away from something. I find this rather simplistic even though one or other of these aspects may be present. It seems more reasonable, rather, to understand such availability as being rooted in compassion, in their love for humanity, in their honest desire to work for a more just society. We could add, in some cases, a desire to live a community experience on the margins... But I am not convinced that compassion or a spirit of brotherhood, by themselves, fully explain such availabil-
lity. Its roots go deeper and, from my limited experience, it has a lot to do with a way of looking, of understanding and being understood, of listening, of living, of being... Or, in other words, with spirituality. A spirituality that is, of course, grounded in life and enlivening.

I believe that here we are touching on a subject that cuts across all religions: how openness to God and to God’s Spirit, who blows when and how God wants, moves us to the innermost fibres of our being. And, without denying my early enthusiasm as a novice, today I would venture to say that availability, when it is genuine (and therefore free and unconditional) can only be the outcome of a sometimes long journey in Humanity and openness to Being. I see it, therefore, as something evolving.

Almost all the great masters of spirituality speak of an “outward” movement that invariably flows seamlessly from of an “inward” journey. Our encounter with the God who dwells in us and the experience of God’s Spirit of love (with all the different levels of consciousness and ways of describing this experience that each of us may have) always becomes a torrent of living water, which inescapably transforms our vision. And so, the fruits of all spirituality are shown in compassion (Dalai Lama), in seeing our brothers and sisters with new eyes, especially those who are suffering (Teresa of Calcutta), and in understanding that being a believer necessarily implies being merciful (as found in the teachings of Mohammed).

“The search for our inner selves,” writes Xavier Melloni, an expert in inter-religious mysticism, “is inseparable from two elements that safeguard the quality of our way of being in the world: austerity and solidarity. Such mystics feel themselves in solidarity,” (one with the One and hence one with All), “so that, instead of indifference, they experience a porous boundary between themselves and other human beings and creatures”.

AND HOW IS IT ACHIEVED?

There is no doubt that this looking “inward”, this encounter with what is most authentic in us, with the Mystery that dwells in us... transforms our way of looking “outward”. In the process, mission, the passion for humanity and for our brothers and sisters, gets re-dimensioned... This pandemic period has occasioned many questions like: how can I just do nothing? how can I continue to be in lockdown without helping those who are suffering? how can I not offer my hands, my time, my life, to help? Timothy Radcliffe said it beautifully recently while reflecting on the COVID crisis: “We are all the hands of the life-giving God when we touch others with...”
kindness and respect. Touch is the nourishment of our humanity”. God is at work subtly behind this inspiration... In my vocation, the first thing I experienced was the call to mission (and this is true for many of us, brothers and lay people), but that burning zeal needs to mature and become refined through spirituality. Because if we speak of a different vision of reality, behind this there has to be an encounter with the “one and authentic reality”. This is an experience of God that makes us feel that God’s presence in the world includes me and includes us all, as Fr. Richard Rohr explains very well when he uses the term “Universal Christ”. He explains the resurrection saying that in it we find “a new meaning for humanity and for us” because Christ became “omnipresent, personal and attractive to those willing to know Reality through Him”. In other words... to understand the world and to understand ourselves “through Him”.

IT’S IN OUR ROOTS

We are speaking about that availability which is based on sensing the presence of the Spirit in the world and in each person, on sensing that I am caught up in the Spirit, and on sensing that everyone shares this same reality... This is what makes global brotherhood and availability possible.

Global availability means to act as Jesus did, to go out to meet people in need, together with them to foster change and build bridges based on human and religious values. Global availability goes hand in hand with the idea of a Global Family, a spirit that we inherited from Champagnat and the first brothers. This spirit cannot be bottled up because it has the strength of the Holy Spirit and the mandate of Jesus Christ: “Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations” (Mt 28,19).
• A global availability clearly manifested in the Gospel, and in Jesus himself who says that first of all “I must concern myself with the things of my Father” and “not my will but yours be done”, and that He will be present in all our Galilees.

• A global availability eloquently enfleshed in Mary and her “let it be done”, her trust in God, even when she does not understand a thing and suffering is predicted for her, and even when she has to “keep in her heart” so many fears and uncertainties, even when it means standing by the cross… “Mary was a woman with a glint in her eye and dirt on her feet. Today, she is inviting you to go to new frontiers” (Rule of Life 81)

• A Marist availability, because we also find it in Marcellin in his generous readiness to move and go where he was needed to fulfill God’s plan, renouncing priestly privileges or positions of comfort, to launch himself into action in response to the needs of the children that he discovered and to the promptings of the Spirit. To highlight this unconditional daring of Marcellin, it is worth re-reading his famous phrase, “all the dioceses of the world enter into our plans”, which included his personal availability to go to the ‘missions’ or wherever he was needed.

Br. Aureliano Brambila (Marist Notebooks Nº 26) made an excellent compilation of this repeated readiness of Champagnat: “I can assure you that I belong to all the dioceses and that the aim of our Society is the universal Church” (Letter to Fr. Duoillet, 1836). “All the dioceses of the world enter into our plans. When our respective bishops call us there, we will eagerly rush to help them” (Letter to Mgr. De Brouillard, 1837). “I will gladly do what I can to support your zealous works... All the dioceses of the world are in our sights” (Letter to Bishop Trousslet, 1837). “We would gladly send Brothers to America to support the zeal of good missionaries if we could” (Letter to Fr. Fontbonne, 1837).

It is true that, as Br. André Lanfrey later pointed out, these calls are essentially in letters to diocesan leaders and bishops. But, even though statements can be blown out of proportion, it seems that missionary openness was never in short supply in the early years of the Society of Mary. This Marist availability has also been inherited and multiplied by many Brothers who have accepted difficult assignments and missions within their countries or beyond, even going to the four corners of the world to live out their generous dedication without borders: the first Brothers who embarked for Oceania; our French Brothers who, at a time of historical challenge, opted to spread throughout the world; so many Brothers who founded the Institute in new countries and who persevered in difficult circumstances, sometimes even to the point of giving their lives.

This is also the heritage of Marists of Champagnat today, laypeople and brothers, called to reproduce such availability.

**S.O... LET’S HEAD OUT!**

Many of us are probably still “on the way”, perhaps in the early stages. At least, that’s where I find myself. It’s hard to say, “I am globally available”. And yet, a simple lesson I can share is that global availability is also reached by starting small. Start giving something of myself every day so as to be ready to give my all. To translate the great “yes” of a whole life into the little daily “yes’s”, is often not that easy. And I do this not through obligation or will power, but because I am being remade from within, a little more every day, the more I experience God’s “Yes” to me in the depths of my heart.

It is confronting to read how Etty Hillesum expressed her “yes”, knowing as we do that she was writing from a concentration camp where she would end up dying: “God take me by Your hand, I shall follow You faithfully, and not resist too much, I shall evade none of the tempests life has in store for me, I shall try to face it all as best I can. I shall follow wherever your hand leads me and shall try not to be afraid. I shall try to spread some of my warmth, of my genuine love for others, wherever I go…” (October 25, 1941)
Perhaps, the call to start small can be understood in moving from the reactive to the proactive... At times we begin by reacting and offering a response to some need that has touched our heart (compassion is reactive). But, hopefully, our encounter with the Spirit will transform this into a proactive, life-giving attitude that becomes second nature to us (mercy is proactive). This seems to have been the process that led St. Teresa of Avila to surrender without conditions or limits. As a child, she ran away with her little brother to go to a mission land and give her life there for Christ. But it was only many years later, after profound human and spiritual experiences, that Teresa really began to do not her own will but “whatever He says”, and she dared to say: “Move me here or there” or “Tell me where, how and when” or, finally, “Whatever you want”.

Lord, as Marists, brothers and lay, we want to be beacons of light and bridge builders. We want to be courageous in our responses to the peripheries and to this fragmented world, especially now after the experience of the pandemic we are living through. For this, we want to be the face and hands of your tender mercy, growing in our inner life to discover you as a God of love in our lives, and cultivating a spirituality of the heart that will make us joyful and inclusive. And available.
Send us as a global charismatic family
Attentive to the movements of the Spirit, and open to the needs of our world, listen with your heart to the call to go out continually as a brother on mission. With boldness and creativity, look for new ways to respond to the emerging needs of today’s world. With your brothers and other Marists, prepare to go to those places where your presence is needed the most. Mary was a woman with a sparkle in her eye and two feet planted firmly on the ground. Today, she invites you to go to those places where others will not.
The message of the XXII General Chapter invites Marists of Champagnat to be involved “wholeheartedly to create a family style of life” that promotes the Marist vocation “in all its diversity, working towards our deeply-felt desire to act as one global body” and being open “in all simplicity, to make ourselves available to go beyond geographic or provincial boundaries.”
1. Lavalla200>
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITIES

In the past four years seven new Marist communities have appeared around the world, composed of lay people and Brothers, with six still going strong. By any standards in the Church today this is remarkable. It is a small piece of evidence that “mission is not in any crisis” — the mission of the Spirit of God that is.

ORIGINS AND VISION

The spark for this initiative came from a meeting of Marist leaders in 2013. This led to an invitation from the then Superior General of the Marist Brothers, Emili Turú, in a letter entitled “The Dance of Mission”, for brothers and lay people “to discern, before God, whether you feel called to leave your home country to form part of an international community in another region of the world. If you wish to offer some years of your life to the service of the Marist mission beyond the borders of your province or your country, I encourage you to step forward and make known your availability.”

The letter contained the vision behind the proposal:

“As we approach the beginning of the third century of Marist life and mission, and trying to be faithful to our origins, we believe that the time has come for Marists of Champagnat to awaken the dawn of a new beginning through:

- A SIGNIFICANT EVANGELIZING PRESENCE AMONG CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE IN SITUATIONS OF VULNERABILITY, where others do not go, giving them prominence and defending their rights.

- GLOBAL AVAILABILITY: by creating a new mentality and a new attitude, looking beyond the usual horizons of our administrative units and regions, and opening up to the possibilities of international collaboration for mission.

- INTERCULTURALITY: Marist international communities, which promote within themselves a communion of cultures and an
appreciation of their diversity, as well as their integration in the context in which they are located.

- **A MEANINGFUL LIFE:** through its gospel quality and through the fraternal witness of the communities, which can take different forms according to the membership (brothers, laity, other congregations...)

- **AN EMPHASIS ON SPIRITUALITY:** a clear commitment to enter more deeply into our spiritual experience, paying particular attention to the mystical and prophetic dimensions of our Marist life.

We believe that the elements contained in this vision are a call to each and every Marist to make these a reality, in accordance with their particular context. At the same time, we are aware that interculturality, an important aspect of this vision, is still very new in our Institute. ... We believe that we must continue to build international communities on the five continents, so that this vision of the future may take a concrete shape and be visible.” (Montagne: The Dance of Mission, 25 March 2015)

Over the years since some 140 people have put their names forward. 70 have completed the preparation and discernment program (23 in 2016; 15 in 2017; 17 in 2018; 7 in 2019; 8 in 2020). They have come from the five continents: youngest 24 and oldest 78; 39 brothers and 31 laypeople (5 married couples; 16 single women and 5 single men). Their 24 countries of origin/residence have been Argentina, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Fiji, Ghana, India, Italy, Korea, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Spain, United States of America, Venezuela.

This life has opened my eyes to find much in common between the history and culture of Vietnam and my homeland, Korea. Life in another country demands a clear recognition of what we can and can’t do. Lack of confidence is a problem but being arrogant also has consequences. Because this life is not ‘fantasy’, but ‘REALITY’. It asks me to acknowledge the difference, to discover the beauty (e.g. of the Vietnamese language) and the hidden treasures (their diligence and family spirit), to learn from each other and to leave the result humbly in God’s hands.

The Superior General accepts their commitment, commissions them as missionary Marists, and recommends their appointment to the relevant Provincial to new communities in the five ‘regions’ of the Institute. In 2021, these communities are in Africa: (2 brothers, 3 single women) in Atlantis in South Africa; Arco Norte: (2 brothers, a single woman and single man) in East Harlem in USA until August 2019; (2 brothers, and a single woman) in Cuba; Europe: (2 brothers, a single woman and single man) in Syracusa, Italy; (2 brothers and a single woman) in Moinesti, Romania; Oceania: (3 brothers, a married couple) in Mt Druitt, Australia; South America: (2 brothers, a single woman,
a single man) in Tabatinga, Amazon, Brazil. In addition, 2 Lavallala200> members (2 brothers, a single woman and a single layman) were appointed at different times to the Fratelli project (Marist and De la Salle Brothers) for Syrian refugees in Rmeileh, Lebanon. A further 11 brothers, (plus a single woman and single man briefly) were appointed to existing communities in five countries of the international District of Asia and two of its formation houses. Others have completed their period of commitment and been replaced.

The places of the new communities were proposed by the respective regional bodies of Provincials with a general target group of vulnerable young people in mind. The particular ministry of each community has to be discerned and implemented by the community itself in conjunction with the regional leaders and the General Administration. As can be easily appreciated, this takes time and patience. Their first priority is to create an intercultural Marist community. In most cases, a new language has to be learnt. Immersion in the local neighbourhood and culture, contact with the local church and like-minded groups, sorting out the practical details of support services, and simply acclimatising, are all essential aspects of ‘a new beginning’.

MINISTRIES OF CURRENT LAVALLA200> COMMUNITIES
HOLGUÍN, CUBA

This community began in Holguín in the southeast of the country in 2019. The city of Holguín itself is some 700 km from Havana or 500 km from the nearest Marist presence in Cienfuegos. Because Cuba is a socialist state, all education is in the hands of the government. Church work with young people must be inside church buildings. The community engages with groups of children, adolescents and university students, young catechists, guitar classes in their house and at a centre in a poor area of Holguín. One the weekends they assist at the parish of Cacocum and surrounding settlements. Their intention is to form leaders and support the lay leaders. The community lives in a diocesan house.

ATLANTIS, SOUTH AFRICA

This is a town some 20km outside of Capetown in South Africa. It was developed in the apartheid era as an industrial centre to provide employment for ‘coloured’ people. Investment has declined but the people have stayed on. The community works on weekdays at a primary school and a secondary school: as classroom assistants in the morning and organising sports and cultural activities in the afternoon. The Marist presence for the moment is one of collaboration with the local Church and NGOs working with the large number of children and youth in a variety of youth activities, leadership training, and holiday camps. The community lives in a large house half an hour’s drive from Atlantis.
MOINESTI, ROMANIA

A small town in the north of Romania with a predominantly Orthodox Church. Learning the language has proved a challenge. In 2019 the community leased a building and renovated it for their purpose. After lengthy process of accreditation, in early 2020 they opened a Daycare centre for children and young people – 11 in 2020. The local social authorities identify the children who are ‘at risk’ because of their family situations. They attend in the afternoons. The community runs the centre but the professional staff are all Romanian. Originally, their thought was to care for children who have been more or less abandoned by parents who have gone to other countries in Europe seeking work. The present group has some in this category but also a number of gypsy children. The community lives in a rented residence.

MT DRUITT, AUSTRALIA

An outer suburb of Sydney regarded as among the most socially disadvantaged in Australia. Its main ministry is to support the operation of the Marist Learning Zone, a joint project of the Marists and Catholic Education. Their aim is to re-integrate students who are currently not attending school. The community members teach in the centre, following the normal school curriculum in a creative way adapted to particular needs. They have established ties with the local aboriginal community and assist in homework tutoring and cultural activities. The community lives in a rented house.
SYRACUSA, ITALY

A small coastal city on the south-east side of Sicily, not far from the port of Augusta. Initially, their outreach was to recently-arrived migrants, mainly African, especially unaccompanied minors. Now they have established a centre, called CIAO, in the centre of the city where they offer education programs (esp. Italian language) to immigrants of all backgrounds, counselling, arts and crafts, and simply companionship. The centre also offers pro bono legal support and other specialised assistance for migrants. Since the original ‘houses of welcome’ have closed due to changes in government policy, the community has also become involved in arranging housing for some young migrants so that they can continue their studies or local employment. The community lives in a rented apartment close to the CIAO.

TABATINGA, BRAZIL

Three countries (Brazil, Peru, Colombia) share a common border in this area of the Upper Amazon. There are twin towns – Tabatinga (Brazil) and Leticia (Colombia) – that are 1000 km to the nearest cities in their respective countries, with no roads. So, it is quite isolated. The area is home to many indigenous rainforest groups, town-dwellers, mixed-race river people, those trying to exploit the resources of the Amazon and those defending against this. The community is in the process of determining a Marist project with and for children and young people. For the moment, they are involved in a number of relevant diocesan groups. The community lives in a house owned by the Province of Brazil Sul-Amazonia.
1. LAVALLA200> INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITIES FOR A NEW BEGINNING

Special Character of These Communities

A) They are intercultural

International, mixed forms of Christian life – religious, married, single, a range of ages, different genders, differing cultural, social, professional and educational backgrounds, the whole spectrum of personalities. Some would say that we are crazy to have such diversity under the one roof! But no more crazy than Jesus’ vision of living as brothers and sisters and serving ‘the little ones’. In other words, such communities are, of necessity, faith-based if they are to remain together. A key aspect of our presence is that our relationships are core to our mission and central to a new beginning for Marists. The Spirit is very much at work.

Fr Anthony Gittins CSSp in his book Living Mission Interculturally develops this idea with the zen story:

“The teacher asked his disciples, “When do you know it is dawn?” One says, “When you can distinguish a white thread from a black one.”

“No,” said the teacher.

“When you can see the outline of a tree against the horizon,” ventured another.

“No,” said the teacher – and to all other efforts to answer the question. “When you can look into the eyes of a stranger, an ‘other’, and see a brother, or a sister, then it is dawn; until then, it is still night.”

He provides promptings from others to describe the path from multi-cultural to cross-cultural to intercultural: “We have just enough religion to hate each other, but not enough to make us love one another.” (Jonathan Swift)
“Peace involves a profound crisis of identity. The boundaries of self and others, friend and foe, must be re-drawn.” (Rabbi Sacks)

“We must walk united with our differences; there is no other way to become one. This is the way of Jesus.” (Pope Francis)

b) They are Marist communities

They are not religious communities with lay volunteers. This characteristic emerged during our first preparation program as laypeople asked whether we brothers were serious about their ‘joining’ a community for an extended time. How do we see our Lavalla200> communities? Are we all equal? Are we all full members or are some of us to be just long-term helpers? There are multiple examples in the Marist world of volunteers spending time in existing communities and multiple examples of ‘communities’ that share life and mission but not actually living together under the one roof.

So, our vision evolved. Following distinctive vocational paths, we share leadership in the community and are co-responsible for our life and mission together. There is no appointed leader for the community. Our intentional communities have flexible structures, the result of regular dialogue, consensus and discerned by all. We know why we have chosen to live together. Someone serves as the Province contact, normally a permanent co-ordinator is named for the community ministry, and other leadership is rotated.
c) They can experience considerable isolation

This is inevitable in the placement of communities in geographical or existential peripheries. Even in cities where the word ‘isolation’ may sound strange, the communities are initiating a new presence out of step with existing Marist and even church structures. Peers can be hard to identify, soul companions even more so. Their presence may not be universally welcomed for a host of reasons – their independence of thought and action, the resentment and suspicion of local people towards outsiders, bad past experiences of missionaries and NGOs … They can feel vulnerable in terms of their self-value and very faith.

Besides the pastoral support of the local Provincial, an international accompaniment team has been appointed to follow up individuals and communities. In addition to annual on-site visits, social media has made regular contact possible and invaluable. The different ‘batches’ have set up virtual communities for staying in touch.

d) They are communities sponsored by the region, not the local Province alone

Indirectly, this initiative is generating fresh dynamism in regions of the Institute. All the provinces of a region are involved in the discernment of where the communities are to be established and the focus of their ministry. Before, such collaboration has resulted from internal needs such as inter-provincial formation houses and other joint services internal to the region. Lavalla200> is a call to dream and combine forces for the future of Marist charism and mission, offering new ways of being present among children and young people on the margins of life, meeting emerging human and social challenges such as immigration, asylum-seekers, human-trafficking, the defence and promotion of Child Rights.

Regional Lavalla200> communities also provide a welcome for volunteers in conducting holiday camps and immersion experiences. They also play a special role within the region, communicating their experience and inspiring others regarding “a new beginning”.

e) **They focus their creative energies on a common project in line with our Marist charism**

This necessarily involves group discernment and a choice to work as a community, as a team. An important element of our ministry is to reflect our special mission in the Church of modelling and giving witness to the value of ‘brotherhood’. Each individual brings his or her natural gifts and experience as well as their insights and personal sensitivity to the children and young people around them. As experienced Marists they all have a feeling for our charism that will inspire their project.

In terms of ministry, “We aim to educate good citizens and good Christians.” (St Marcellin Champagnat)

---

**GOOD CITIZENS:**

“Learning to know, to do, to live together, to be” (UNICEF Education for 21st century): so as to be loving parents themselves in the future, with developed skills for earning an income, of high moral integrity, aware of their responsibilities and rights, creative-innovative, able to solve problems, contributing, community-minded, sensitive to the common good, peace-making, ecologically sensitive, caring for our common home …

**GOOD CHRISTIANS:**

people of faith, hope and love; spiritually aware and attentive to the life-giving presence of the Spirit in all people; disciples of Jesus, Easter people, partners with the Spirit in building a better world; beloved of God, forgiven and forgiving; formed in their relationships with God, others, themselves and creation; prayerful; people of conscience, compassionate to those in need, to the ‘least’; active members of a faith community; …

---

The ‘and’: As Marists, we look for ways to do both: neither NGO / social workers nor catechists nor clerics.

So, Lavalla200> communities draw on both Marist tradition and imagination to be game-changers for young people, particularly those most on the peripheries. Our particular charism is more directed at initiating or working with local communities and others to initiate platforms that help such young people get a good start in life with equal opportunities to others (social promotion, values formation through education), or turn their lives around (rehabilitation, second chance centres, safe havens ...); platforms that also offer an opportunity for youth ministry.

Schools and the field of education remain the main platform for Marists world-wide but, where such involvement in schools is not possible or advisable or beyond our financial means, we imagine other ways. Indeed, as Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”.

---
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**DISCERNMENT AND PREPARATION**

Some people propose themselves. Some are invited. After the initial burst of internal publicity, there has been an effort to encourage Provincials to encourage possible participants and to use the international website and communications to inform and inspire others. We rely heavily on the local Provincial and his team to provide information and make a good recommendation. For this purpose, we have prepared some criteria as the basis for an assessment. For laypeople there are many questions to address regarding availability for assignment for two years minimum. Some benefit from a form of accompaniment during this period. With police and medical checks in place, names are presented to the General Council for approval as candidates for the preparation program.

**PREPARATION PROGRAM**

Desired Outcomes:

- Each person will discern his or her call to be part of one of the Institute’s intercultural initiatives.
• The Institute leaders will be able to discern those who are called to be part of such initiatives and where they will go.

• Each person will come to a deeper appreciation of cultural diversity as well as understand the personal challenges he or she faces in intercultural living.

• Each person will develop new competencies and skills and a spirituality for intercultural living.

To achieve these outcomes, we have designed a ten-week program that is experiential in character. The venue has been a cluster of rustic houses in a small hamlet about 50 km from Florence in Tuscany, Italy.

We chose this venue for several reasons. In the first place, we wanted somewhere where we can live in small mixed fraternities of 4 or 5, where we can pray together, live a deeper community experience in our sharing and reflecting together and looking after ourselves [cooking, cleaning, shopping etc.]. Secondly, we wanted a place that would be new for all of us - a new language, new environment, and new culture. This strategy of fraternities has proven very effective in anticipating close living in mixed groups. Personal discernment continues throughout the two months by the individual’s own soul-searching and by focussed personal accompaniment each week.

Over the weeks there is a series of workshops related to self-knowledge, discernment, communication, community-building, the spiritual journey, being Marist, intercultural dynamics, theology of mission. We have been blessed with the quality of presenters ready to work and even stay with us in a simple, rural setting.

Language is a challenge. We work in Spanish and English and engage translators to assist in the workshops. Learning to cope with limited language is all an essential part of the process.

Fratelli is a great school about life and has many possibilities for learning and service. I lived it and shared it with many good people: Brothers, educators, volunteers, families, children and young refugees, Marists and De La Salles, from different countries and with different life experiences, which complement each other as a global charismatic family in a frontier reality. Only in the territory of the Fratelli Project is it possible to try to communicate in Arabic, English, French and Spanish and, given that my mother tongue is Portuguese, improvisation and the universal language of love often prevailed. There it is possible to live in peace and harmony (with all the difficulties that this may imply) and to develop along with the differences, being Christian or Muslim, Eastern or Western.

Living there for a year led me to become reborn and changed my life project.

Bruno Manoel Socher, Volunteer in Fratelli Project - Province Brasil Centro-Sul
Half-way through the program the participants are invited to write a letter of availability to the Superior General. A conversation happens between each participant and the Superior General or one of his Councillors. On this basis, on his knowledge of the circumstances of possible destinations and on the recommendation of the accompaniment team, the Superior General accepts candidates and commissions them. In the final week we travel to the Hermitage in France, our Marist origins, for this moment.

Novitiate of Tudella, Sri Lanka
The dialogue took place in the context of the calls from the General Chapters of both Congregations: on the one hand, the call to go to “...new lands” (FMS) and, on the other, the call to go “beyond borders” (FSC).

WHY “FRATELLI”?

From the outset, it was clear that the project was aimed at children and young people in “frontier” situations, always in line with the charisms and within the framework of the basic competencies of both congregations: education and youth ministry. This new common project was given the name Fratelli Project, since both General Councils considered it appropriate. The word “Fratelli” was left in Italian because it helps to associate it better with the Latin root of fraternity, which is the spirit that animates it.

FRATELLI IN LEBANON

At that time, and for some years after the so-called “Arab Spring” of 2011, the Syrian crisis had turned into a bloody civil war that had forced millions of Syrians to leave their homes and become refugees. By March 2015, an estimated 10.9 million Syrians had been forced to flee their homes.

After a study of the situation in the Middle East, Br Chris Wills FMS and Br Amilcare Boccuccia FSC presented their report to the two Superiors General. On March 26, 2015, the decision to open a joint Project in Lebanon was communicated to both Congregations. The local Marist and Lasallian Brothers, in an exemplary spirit of solidarity, immediately took up the project and promised their unconditional support to see it develop.
Today we very often hear the word ‘border’. Many old people, men, women and children are heading towards the borders, the peripheries, fleeing from hunger, disease, war, violence, persecution, poverty and all kinds of abuse... They do not want to leave their homes; it is a necessity, an option for survival... We religious and lay people, often from our comfort zones, say that we feel called to move to the peripheries, the frontiers, to meet the most vulnerable. It is there, we say, that Jesus is incarnated in the most needy. And so we try to live this experience. Our path is very different from that of those who already live on the borders in subhuman conditions, who do not know where they will end up or tomorrow or what their final destination will be. When the Fratelli community arrived in Lebanon, the million and a half people displaced by the war were already here; they were fleeing from terror. We, De La Salle Brothers and Marist Brothers, came to be with them, to share their fate and to be signs of brotherhood. “God forbid that we should seek a comfortable life; but that we should convert our hearts, share their fate and take on their risks, commit ourselves to the transformation of their lives. This is how we will cross borders and be prophets of mercy and brotherhood.

Br. Miquel Cubelles, Fratelli Project – Lebanon From Brasil Centro-Sul
For practical matters, an Advisory Committee was set up to coordinate initial activities and provide logistical support. For legal and bureaucratic issues, a Fratelli Association was created in Lebanon. At the institutional level of animation and government, a Fratelli Council was created, made up of Marist and Lasallian Brothers in equal numbers, appointed by the two Superiors General.

THE FIRST FRATELLI COMMUNITY

In August 2015, Br. Miquel Cubeles FMS from Spain and Br. Andres Porras FSC from Mexico were appointed by their Superiors to start the project, with the express direction to be in Lebanon in September 2015. By January 2016, Andres and Miquel had already established an educational program for 70 Iraqi children in the neighborhood of Sed El Baucherieh, near Beirut, in collaboration with the NGO INSAN. They also considered the possibility of extending their apostolate to Rmeileh, a town near Saida, the ancient biblical Sidon, using the abandoned and dilapidated buildings of the former school and community residence of Marist Brothers, in what had been the prestigious College of Our Lady of Fatima before the civil war (1975-1990).

FRATELLI ON MISSION

The opening of the Fratelli Community in Rmeileh in March 2016 marked the beginning of a new phase. In the community, Brothers Isaac Alonso FMS from Spain and Gilbert Ouilabégué FSC from Chad joined Miquel and Andrés, as well as a large number of volunteers for long and short term work. At the level of mission, Rmeileh presented the challenge of selecting, recruiting and accompanying local personnel as educators and collaborators; creating a team with them and transmitting the Marist-Lasallian spirit of fraternity and service. At the present time, there are more than 1000 direct beneficiaries, children and young people from Syria, Iraq and even Lebanon, who participate in different programmes of school support, counselling, family therapy, summer camps and recreational activities. At the same time, the needs of Iraqi children at the Saint Vincent de Paul Society School, next to the Lasallian extension school in the town of Bourj Hammoud, on the outskirts of Beirut, have continued to be addressed.

NEW FRATELLI

Fratelli’s vision encompasses the global reality of displaced people, especially children and youth, in cross-border areas in different parts of the world and not simply the refugee crisis in the Middle East. The two congregations, while satisfied with

Being a volunteer means serving, it is opening your mind and heart to the needs of others. It is giving your whole self to improve someone else’s life while completely transforming your own.

I am a “Lasallian” (congregation of the Brothers of the Christian Schools) and I grew up learning their methods, their charism, their prayers, which became part of who I am.

In a world that is in constant competition, a society that reminds you every second that you have to be better than your neighbour if you want to be “successful”, inter-congregational volunteerism is much more than just a way to help and give to others. It is a symbol, a symbol of unity, of fraternity, a symbol of PEACE in a world at war. It is the perfect way to give testimony about the different paths to God, an example of harmony.

Sara Amarillas, Volunteer Fratelli Project
the work of Fratelli in Lebanon, are nevertheless on the lookout for other situations. After serious study and discernment, in February 2020 the two General Councils approved the opening of a Fratelli Project in Maicao, Colombia. Once this process has begun, in a spirit of discernment, we remain open to other Fratelli Projects, giving preference to the option of Ciudad Juárez, on the border between Mexico and the United States. In Maicao we will try to respond to the issues faced by Venezuelan migrants, especially children and youth, who are entering Colombia.

3. Solidarity with South Sudan

A NEW PARADIGM FOR COMMUNITY AND MISSION

At the request of the Sudan Catholic Bishops’ Conference in 2005, the two Unions of Superiors General, UISG (women religious) and USG (men religious), sent a delegation to assess the educational, health and pastoral needs of the emerging country, South Sudan, after decades of civil war. Solidarity with South Sudan (Solidarity) was formed in 2008, after dozens of congregations collaborated to fund and deploy personnel to then Southern Sudan. The country became independent South Sudan in 2011.

This was an exercise in inter-congregational collaboration probably not often seen before in the history of the church. Today there are 31 religious and lay from 18 countries and 19 congregations living in 4 communities witnessing to the good news in South Sudan.
Solidarity is a unique model of ministry, one of collaboration between congregations of men and women with different charisms coming from a variety of countries. It is often talked of as a new paradigm for mission.

The new missionary mindset is characterised by a strong community life – women, men; religious, lay; sisters, brothers, priests – living in shared houses and working together on a common mission in solidarity with the local people.

**MARIST PRESENCE**

In 2012, Br Emili in his role as official Marist delegate attended the annual Assembly of Solidarity. During that meeting the Marist Brothers were elected to the governing board of Solidarity and Br Chris Wills was later appointed to the role of bursar for four years.

The Marist Brothers had not, at that stage, had any on-the-ground representation in a Solidarity Community in South Sudan but Br Emili, in collaboration with Br Joachim, the Provincial of Nigeria, accepted the offer of Br Christian Mbam to take a position in South Sudan starting in 2013. Br Joachim then ‘scouted’ for other volunteers from his province and Brothers Longinus Dimgba and Mathew-Mary Ogudu joined Br Christian in 2014. Later Br Matthew-Mary was
co-opted by MIC in Nairobi for Regional duties on behalf of the Conference of Superiors of the African Continent. Christian completed his time in the country at the end of 2020 and the Province of Nigeria has generously released Br Sylvanus Okon to join Longinus when he can in 2021.

In this mission you live in the same building with people who may or may not share the same worldview with you. Marist is international. My new experience may be living in inter-congregational community with the members of the opposite sex. It may be difficult to create a general scene of what it looks like. This depends on individual level of understanding and formation.

There is no doubt that there may be challenges: Prejudice regarding culture, age gap, formation experience, different tastes, personality traits, disagreements, sensibilities… But one good thing is that it offers each person an opportunity to learn the art of accommodating shades of opinions and world-views and so grow day by day.

Br Christian started his mission at the teacher training college at Malakal in the north of the country but, along with all the community members, was withdrawn in 2013 because of the upsurge in the level of civil unrest. Since 2014 he has been a mainstay at the agricultural mission at Riimenze school and farm. Br Longinus (Uche) has been a significant teacher at Yambio Solidarity Teacher Training College (STTC) and in more recent times has joined Br Christian in the community at Riimenze. Br Matthew-Mary spent most of his time in Wau where the Catholic Health Training Institute (CHTI) trains health professionals, nurses and midwives for the new country.

Solidarity is administered from the capital, Juba, supported by an office in Rome.

The four communities in South
Sudan are certainly extraordinarily ‘inter-’ in their composition. Inter congregational, inter-cultural, inter-generational, inter-national, with multiple charisms and many lifestyles. Members of congregations with a contemplative lifestyle can live happily alongside people who are used to a more active engagement. Women and men together is not an issue: Men cook; women maintain vehicles; all pray; there are no superiors! During meetings of the Governing Board of Solidarity we often reflected on the success of the project. Two answers regularly emerged from our discussions. Firstly, local needs were clearly expressed. The people of South Sudan, through their bishops, defined what was important to them – Education, Health, Agriculture and Pastoral Catechesis. In international development terms this is called a ‘participative needs assessment’ but it is often not well done. Secondly, because the needs were clear, the mission was obvious. Community members were convinced that the ministry in which they were engaged was of life-giving importance to the local people. Marists of Champagnat have learned from this new paradigm that collaboration is a gift of the Holy Spirit, giving witness to the kingdom of God amongst us. We have always sought to be present in ‘...all the dioceses of the world’. With Pope Francis, Marists are developing further the courage to travel to the hill country, the peripheries, and engage in a culture of encounter.
4. WE ARE A WEB OF RELATIONSHIPS

I have been able to appreciate the extraordinary richness of the diversity of charisms and ministries in the Church, as well as a great generosity in multiple, often anonymous, services. Something that never ceases to surprise me is the enormous convergence in visions and perspectives of the future among the various congregations. Very often I have seen congregations that did not know each other conclude their General Chapters with declarations, priorities or future directions that seemed to be copied from one another.

I have lived outside of New Zealand now, in the Pacific, for 42 years. 38 of those years have been in Fiji. These years have been a time of rich blessings. Fiji is “home” now. When I am in New Zealand on holiday, I yearn to get back “home”. People often say, “You’re a Fijian now.” Not quite, but the customs of the country, the language, the food, the kava, and especially the people, all have become an integral part of my life. My close friends outside of the Brothers have become my “family” in Fiji. I have much to be grateful for.

SIGN OF THE TIMES AND GIFT OF THE SPIRIT

One of these points of convergence is the call to strengthen global availability for mission, beyond geographical limits, languages or cultures, and even beyond states of life, all motivated by the urgency of a common mission. This confirms for me that we are looking at a very contemporary sign of the times, and that it is a movement of the Holy Spirit, always present and active.

IN THE IMAGE OF THE TRINITY

Pope Francis reminds us in Laudato Si’, that “the divine Persons are subsistent relationships, and the world, created according to the divine model, is a web of relationships” (LS 240). To highlight that relationships in the Trinity are “subsistent” means that they are not merely incidental, but part of its essence. Similarly, the world, and ourselves within it, ARE “a web of relationships”.

Br. Emili Turú
Superior General 2009-17

Br. Kees van der Weert
Fiji, – From New Zealand
The choices that many congregations, including ours, are making to build a global family are not doing more, in reality, than reflect back to us what we already are, although what we are called to be as well. Indeed, we are discovering in such a choice “a key to our own fulfilment. We humans grow more, mature more and are sanctified more to the extent that we enter into relationships, going out from ourselves to live in communion with God, with others and with all creatures.” (LS 240).

We are, therefore, a “web of relationships”, and our task is to weave this colourful “web” over and over again, in the image of the Trinity.

**TOWARDS A SPIRITUALITY OF GLOBAL SOLIDARITY**

In 2015, the Taizé Community commissioned the Icon of Mercy, coinciding with the 75th anniversary of the foundation of the community and the launch of the Jubilee of Mercy. It is an icon that visually depicts the parable of the Good Samaritan. We can see it reproduced on the following page, and I believe it is a beautiful expression of “the spirituality of global solidarity that springs from the mystery of the Trinity” (LS 240).

The main character of the icon is Christ, represented standing in the centre. He is dressed in a tunic that is white with a hint of green. His face, handsome and affable, is the most significant feature of his body. From left to right, from top to bottom, and on both sides of Christ, the images retell the Gospel passage. The figure of Christ dressed in white represents the Risen One, who with his presence blesses us and tells us the story of the Good Samaritan. The mandorla or surrounding frame of light signifies the mystery of God that we cannot understand, but which is revealed to us in Jesus.

In the images that recount the parable, the victim is also represented in a white dress: Christ is present in the wounded human being; He is identifying Himself with the victim. This is also stated in the text written in French at the top and bottom of the icon: “Whatever you did to one of these least brothers of mine, you did to me”. The Good Samaritan, a passing foreigner who “showed mercy”, appears dressed in green, the colour that symbolizes the presence of the Holy Spirit.

In the first scene of the story we can see three people: the two robbers and the victim. The image shows a trinity disfigured by violence. In the last image, however, we see three people again. They are sitting around a table with a cup, as in Rublev’s Trinity icon: the harmony of the Trinity has been restored.

In this icon of mercy, we see how the “web of relationships”, unravelling in many different ways in our societies, is being rewoven step by step. This is not done by ignoring the victims, like the Levite and the priest, but through the practical mercy of an excluded person like the Samaritan. It is a patient journey that includes more and more people through whom the “Trinitarian dynamism that God imprinted in them when they were created” (LS 240) flows.

This is what a Samaritan Religious Life feels called to do at the beginning of the 21st century, taking care of victims who are left by the wayside, until we can all sit at the same fraternal table, without exclusions of any kind, as can be seen in the last picture of the icon.

This is also our Institute. We believed that we were on a wonderful human adventure, but we have found ourselves participating in a sublime divine adventure.
For the theologian / anthropologist, Fr Anthony Gittins, CSSp, then, we Marists are moving into a change of epoch that is already impacting on each of us personally, on our communities and our mission.

What was ‘normal’ has changed. It is not just that everywhere in the world we live with ‘foreign’ neighbours in multi-cultural societies,

The fraternity is made up of different nationalities, it is very colourful to be together, to enjoy the rich diverse values and cultures that each person carries.

“Without the tectonic shift from international to intercultural, there will be no future for international religious orders.” (Anthony Gittins)

Brothers of the Marist Asia Pacific Centre (MAPAC), Philippines
many Brothers live in international communities or at least international Provinces. The question is HOW do we live in these changed circumstances? This is where the word ‘intercultural’ comes into our vocabulary. For Gittins it is not simply pointing to cross-cultural interactions and sensitivities; it is a theological word for people of faith in God. The word reflects the dream of God being acted out in real time by the Holy Spirit: “To bring all things together in Christ, things in heaven and things on earth” (Eph 1:10), and “God has no favourites” (Rom 2:11, Acts 10: 24-48). ‘Intercultural’ is, thus, a visionary word that challenges.

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNITIES

Successful community living everywhere requires self-understanding, understanding the personality strengths and weaknesses of others, non-violent communication, a capacity for dialogue, empathy and healthy assertiveness, expression of feelings, commitment to one another, conflict resolution, forgiveness, group discernment, a common spirituality built around the Founder’s charism, inculturation in the local context, shared mission, servant leadership.

In a multi-cultural setting, each of these needs to be re-imagined with sensitivity to the life experience and culture of each of the members. Out of ignorance, we can presume things. We need to find out what people like and what they do not like, for example. When any one of the elements just mentioned is missing, or when any person in the community is overlooked, the community will flounder. For this reason, people need preparation for living in intercultural communities. We can learn new competencies.

International communities of Brothers are one thing, with their mix of age, nationality, language and culture, life experience, vision of religious life, understanding of and approach to mission; mixed international communities of Brothers and
laypeople where the diversity is greater - gender, state of life – are more complex but also hold exceptional potential for an enriching experience of life and mission. An international community is not thereby intercultural. Our history in many countries tells of great zeal and genuine friendships but also of domination by one ‘group’ or a misguided transplanting of foreign culture into a ‘missionary’ setting. Not everyone has had an intercultural mindset and heartset as described above. In welcoming new members, the process is more than assimilation. We have to re-learn humility, to share our vulnerabilities, to enjoy living together, to allow for different spiritualities, to share faith and dialogue, dialogue, dialogue.

INTERCULTURAL MISSION

The focus now shifts to cross-cultural mission. The witness of an intercultural community, “open doors and open hearts”, is itself prophetic. Its novelty and vitality communicate “fresh air” as well as faith. It begs the questions, “Why do you choose to live this way?” and “Why have you come here?”

This second question is loaded, especially to intercultural ears. People want to know your message, your motivation; what makes you different from other ‘preachers’; whether you value the presence of the Spirit of God in their traditions and experience; whether you are genuine dialogue partners; whether you have any clue as to their hopes and struggles; how your ministry may benefit them.

A theological answer can be formulated along the lines of: we have come as accomplices of the Holy Spirit, “co-missioned into the mis-
ession of Jesus, brought down to Earth 2,000 years ago, but needing to be embodied by us here in the 21st Century.” In other words, “The mission of God brings us here.” Jesus came to evangelise, not just by proclaiming the coming Kingdom of God through his words but primarily through his actions in four ways: encountering people one-on-one; table fellowship; foot-washing; and boundary-crossing, cutting through barriers of exclusion and privilege which demean people. (Anthony Gittins)

Like Jesus, we enter geographical and existential peripheries as strangers, guests, liminal people, accepting hospitality and sharing life. Learning our place and growing in new relationships are integral to fulfilling our mission (God’s mission), no matter what our particular ministry is.

**INTERCULTURAL STRUCTURES**

Our organisation structures at community and Province levels are also called to embody a choice to live interculturally. We want all members to feel that they have a voice, that their different cultures are valued, that relationships are truly mutual. Brain-storming is an expression of such mutual-ity. In the world of organisational thinking there are many examples of this: e.g. De Bono’s hats; the appreciative inquiry method of David Cooper-rider and Suresh Srivastva. Listening is key as is the necessary combination of creativity, realism and planning.

For us as Religious, this is but one aspect of group discernment. We enter such a moment in a spirit of prayer, of openness to the Spirit’s active presence, of expressing inner movements regarding emerging options, of respectfully considering discordant voices, of constantly asking the question, “What will bring life and love (the will of God)?”

We aim at consensus, accepting that I may have to sacrifice a held point of view. This can foster in everyone a sense of ownership of a decision and co-responsibility for its implementation.

Leadership in such a setting is more horizontal and shared.

In multi-cultural Provinces, there is the challenge of selecting the leadership group. What is more important than ‘representation’ is that those selected have an intercultural mindset and heartset and establish consultative processes to listen to all voices.
Initial formation in the Institute begins from the first moment of contact, which is the work of vocations ministry, and culminates in the profession of final vows. In between are the various stages, which are experienced in different formation houses. These formation houses can be categorized as functioning under 1. Single-Country Administrative Unit; 2. Multiple-Country Administrative Units; and 3. Inter-Administrative Units, including those with special arrangements among AU’s. This presentation is concerned mainly with Categories 2 and 3, as we are talking here about formation processes that provide our young men and brothers with the experience of international and intercultural living in line with being a global family as Marists of Champagnat. Bear in mind that the international nature of formation houses pertains not only to the nationalities of the formands but of the formators as well. In some cases, the countries are listed because they are part of the administrative units of the Region, regardless of the absence of formands coming from these. One other reality is worth mentioning, caused by the Covid-19 Pandem...
ic. Many formands were not able to report to the formation houses because of the travel restrictions imposed by many countries. These formands are following what is now known as a “parallel formation experience” either in a provisional formation house or in an apostolic community of brothers. There will be notes about this in the sections that follow.

There are also Administrative Units and regions that collaborate in the Program of Preparation for Final Vows. The recent one was done in Guatemala City, Guatemala, which was participated in by brothers from both America Sur and Arco Norte. Asia and Oceania have also been working together along this line for four years now.

**FORMATION HOUSES FUNCTIONING IN MULTIPLE-COUNTRY ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ASPIRANCY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Asia** | Saigon Aspirancy House - Saigon, Vietnam  
District of Asia  
Countries: Vietnam, El Salvador, Italy |
|  | Mymensingh Aspirancy House - Mymensingh, Bangladesh  
District of Asia  
Countries: Bangladesh, Philippines, India |
| **Oceania** | Formation House, Baucau - East Timor  
Province of Australia  
Countries: East Timor, Australia, Brazil |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>POSTULANCY</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Africa** | Nyakato Postulate - Mwanza, Tanzania  
PACE (Central East Africa)  
Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic,  
Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania |
|  | Champagnat House - Mtendere, Malawi  
Province Southern Africa  
Countries: Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe |
|  | Marist Postulancy House - Ahwiren, Ghana  
District of West Africa  
Countries: Cameroon, Chad, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Liberia |
| **Arco Norte** | Postulantado Montagne - Loja, Ecuador  
Province of Norandina  
Countries: Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela |
|  | Casa de Formación San José: Guatemala  
Province of America Central  
Countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Cuba |
| **Oceania** | Formation House - Baucau, East Timor  
Province of Australia  
Countries: East Timor, Australia, Brazil |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NOVITIATE</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Africa** | Marist Novitiate of Matola - Matola, Mozambique  
Southern Africa  
Countries: Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe |
We noted, as enriching aspects present in the Marist community, the different languages, the cultural diversity, the culinary variety and the religiosity; the creativity in the preparation of the occasions of celebration, such as birthdays, prayers, the feasts of the Institute, the Marian month, the cultural lunches, etc.

We are challenged to get to know, to open up, to take in and dialogue with those who are different, facilitating an exchange of knowledge and learning for an experience of brotherhood and incarnation in the mission together with the Bolivian people.

### FORMATION HOUSES FUNCTIONING IN INTER-ADMINISTRATIVE UNITSAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSTULANCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marist Postulancy House - Davao City, Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU’s Participating: District of Asia, Australia, South Asia (Future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Thailand, Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, China, Vietnam, East Timor, Mexico, Ecuador</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOVITIATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interprovincial Novitiate of Save - Gisagara, Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province: Madagascar, PACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Madagascar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| America Sur |
| Novitiate of Kumasi - Kumasi, Ghana |
| West Africa and Nigeria |
| Countries: Cameroon, Chad, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria |

| America Sur |
| Champagnat Regional Novitiate - Cochabamba, Bolivia |
| Brasil Centro-Norte, Brasil Sul-Amazônia, Brasil Centro-Sul, Sta. Maria de los Andes, Cruz del Sur |
| Countries: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia |

| Arco Norte |
| Noviciado Interprovincial La Valla - Medellin, Colombia |
| Norandina, América Central, México Central, L’Hermitage |
| Countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela, Mexico, Spain |
**Asia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marist International Novitiate - Tudella, Sri Lanka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District of Asia, South Asia, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Thailand, Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, China, Vietnam, East Timor, Sri Lanka, Australia, Canada, Spain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Immaculate Conception Novitiate - Tamontaka, Philippines |

**Oceania**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marist Brothers Pacific Novitiate - Lomeri, Serua Province, Fiji</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District of the Pacific, East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Fiji, Philippines, Samoa, New Zealand, Kiribati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCHOLASTICATE**

**Africa**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marist International Center - Nairobi, Kenya</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern Africa, PACE, Madagascar, Nigeria, District of West Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Madagascar, Nigeria, Cameroon, Chad, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Asia-Oceana**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marist Asia-Pacific Center - Marikina, Philippines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District of Asia, East Asia, South Asia, Australia, District of the Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: East Timor, Philippines, Vietnam, China, Bangladesh, Fiji, Samoa, Papua New Guinea, United States, Australia, New Zealand, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Europe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postnoviciado Marista - Madrid, Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compostela, Mediterranea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries: Spain, Portugal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Our sense of belonging to a global family is nourished by visits and contact with brothers who live or work in different parts of the Marist world, by news and online communications, and by the workshops we do as part of formation. The dream of Champagnat has taken root in lands of all colours and where there is a brother and children and young people to accompany, there we have our home.

---

Life in the novitiate is an opportunity for exchange, recognition, sharing and celebrating our roots; living reconciliation, giving witness to being brothers, above all; also experiencing the belonging to an international Region and Institute and discerning new forms of collaboration, dreaming of a future together. We wish to live interculturally, being a family of brothers. This challenges us to develop attitudes of openness and availability.
East Timor is one of the youngest countries on the planet, with about 1.2 million inhabitants and 70% of them under 25 years of age. About 95% of the population is Catholic. The official languages are Portuguese and Tetum.

There is a lot of unemployment and poverty. Education is one of the priorities of the government and the Church, as only 30% of young people start secondary school and only 9% of those who complete it enter higher education.

The Marist presence in the country began in 2000 and immediately identified itself as a presence with an interprovince character, with Brothers Mark and Canute from the former Province of Melbourne and Brother Manoel from Portugal. Invited by the Bishop of Baucau, they opened a community and established a teacher...
training centre. Thus was born the Catholic Teacher Training Institute (ICFP), which continues to this day. It currently has about 270 students, divided into two courses: about 220 students attend the 3-year Bachelor’s degree program and about 50 follow the 3-year Licentiate course. Currently, a community of two Brothers work within the ICFP. The Marist charism is becoming well-known to the people of the country and many young men are asking to join Marist religious life. Given this interest, a vocation ministry plan was instigated in 2010 and in May 2012 an Aspirancy was inaugurated with the first five East Timorese candidates. This year there are 10 aspirants, guided by 3 Brothers (two from Australia and one from Brazil). Besides those candidates, there are currently three Brothers in initial formation, 10 novices (in Sri Lanka) and 10 postulants (in the Philippines). The project for the construction of a primary and secondary school for the District of Lautem is currently underway. From July 2020, two Brothers from Brazil live in that place.

AUSTRALIA – BRAZIL: MARIST INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

With East Timor’s close historical ties to Portugal one of its national languages is Portuguese. It was natural then for the Australian Province to look to Brazil when we were considering how best to develop Marist life in this newest of independent nations.

When the Australian Province decided to accept local candidates to the Institute our first request was for help with vocation promotion and formation. Lecio Heckler was sent by his Province and initially worked with Tony Clark. Lecio is still in East Timor visiting local communities and raising awareness of Marist life. Pedrinho Tambosi also spent some years in Baucau helping with vocations, before returning home last year. It has long been our hope to establish a Marist school in East Timor. Initially an invitation was offered by the Government seeking the cooperation of the Brazilian Marists. However, due to changes in its policy and personnel this did not
proceed, and the invitation lapsed. When in 2015 the Australian Province made the decision to develop a Marist school in the Diocese of Baucau it made direct contact with Um Brasil asking for its collaboration. A positive response was quickly forthcoming. As a result, Manoel Soares da Silva and João Batista Pereira arrived in East Timor in 2018. While the planning and development of the school has taken longer than anticipated, both Brothers have contributed significantly to ministry and the development of the Marist’s profile. João has been a valuable addition to the staff of the Formation House, and Manoel has visited schools and is now teaching in the Teachers College. On 4th July 2020, both moved to Lautem, the village and Parish in which the school is to be built, to start pastoral work that will help develop good relationships between the people and the Marists.

The Australian Province is most grateful for the assistance of these individual Brazilian Brothers and the generous cooperation and collaboration of the Brazilian Provinces and their leaders.
BRAZILIAN MARISTS IN EAST TIMOR

In 2010 a dialogue began between the Governing Board of UMBRASIL and Mr. Domingos de Jesus de Souza, the Ambassador of East Timor to Brazil, who was pleading the Marists of Brazil to take on a Model School of Basic Education in Portuguese in his country. The Board of UMBRASIL was interested in the proposal, given its obvious potential for evangelisation-education. They undertook a number of studies of the feasibility and details of such a project with meetings, on-site visits, contacts with the Cmi of the General Administration, with the Superior General, the Provincial Council of the Province of Melbourne, the Provincial Councils of the three Provinces of Brazil, contacts with the Government of East Timor, the local Church and the Australian Brothers already present in the country. On November 7, 2012, the Governing Board of UMBRASIL examined the request of Brother Julian Casey, Provincial of Melbourne, Australia, through Brother Chris Wills, Director of Cmi, requesting a Brother Formator with an intermediate level of knowledge of English to be sent to work in Baucau, East Timor, from June 2013. Brother Lécio José Heckler from what was the Province of Rio Grande do Sul was appointed. He began his work with the Brothers of Australia in the Catholic Teacher Training Institute in Baucau. He also started to do Vocation Promotion work and to accompany the formation of pre-postulants and postulants, a mission that he continues to carry out today.

In June 2013, the Province of Australia made another proposal to UMBRASIL, to send Teachers (Brothers and Laypeople), in view of opening a new Marist School in East Timor, a primary school. This initiative has the support of the Government of this country in the person of its Ambassador, Mr. Domingos Souza, and the Vice Minister of Pre-school and Primary Education, Mrs. Dulce Jesus Soares. In 2018, Brothers Manoel Soares (Brasil Centro-Norte) and João Batista Pereira (Brasil Centro-Sul) joined those already present to advance the project, which is still in construction phase.

Our Marist mission in East Timor has found a good and fertile ground for evangelisation and education, since the population is thirsty, open to the work of evangelisation and quality education. At the same time, it is a welcoming population that has great appreciation for the Marist charism. We need to be open to global availability, as the General Chapter asks of us.
8. Volunteering and Mission

The last General Chapter (2017) made this statement: “The future of our charism will be based on a communion of fully committed Marists”. We are, and want to be, a “global and charismatic family”, beacons of hope in this turbulent world and bridge builders.

To journey together among children and young people on the margins of life, responding boldly to emerging needs. From the beginning of the Institute, Marcellin Champagnat wanted the Little Brothers of Mary to be ready to go to every diocese in the world. The challenge of internationality goes back to our origins. Our missionary outreach ‘that knows no bounds’ sometimes occurred because of historical circumstances or institutional or church challenges that made Marists of Champagnat look beyond personal and institutional walls. Thus, in our days, we have seen the Mission Ad Gentes Project, today the Marist District of Asia, the Fratelli Project, Solidarity with Southern Sudan and the Lavalla200> initiative of International Communities for a New Beginning.
As Marists, we are being invited to open our minds and hearts to develop a ‘Culture of Solidarity’ across all areas of mission. Volunteering is a concrete way of collaborating in Marist mission to build up this culture.

Through the Visitation scene (Lk 1:39-56), Mary asks us to go in haste to the mountainous regions where the poor live and where God is manifest. God is found in the poor, in those who need our presence and our service. To go to the mountains like Mary means to leave our comfort zone, to take risks and accept the novelty of being in a new or different environment. This is the attitude of volunteers. Through the scene of the Wedding at Cana (Jn. 2:1-12), we are being asked to be sensitive and attentive to the needs of others, to be able to take initiatives to solve problems, to respond to real needs and trust in the presence and action of the Son. Knowing that we are following Him gives us courage and encourages us not to stand idly by. This is another attitude of volunteers.

Marist Volunteers may be invited to some of the 80 countries in the Marist world and in ministries connected with the Australian Marist Province. Applicants are free to indicate their preferences broadly or in a more focused way and Bridge Builders can explore suitable possibilities.

Since 2000, Australians have completed volunteering assignments in 30 countries worldwide. These have included: Australia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Timor Leste, Cambodia, Vietnam, Thailand, Sri Lanka, India, Philippines, Vanuatu, Samoa, Fiji, Chile, Bolivia, El Salvador, Argentina, Ecuador, Colombia, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Mexico, USA, Canada, Germany, South Sudan, South Africa, Lebanon and Brazil.

Br. Chris Wills, Australia
values, contributing significantly to the education and evangelization of children and young people. Through volunteering we build up a ‘Culture of Encounter’ through collaboration and networking at all levels: INTER-provincial, INTER-national, INTER-generational, INTER-cultural, INTER-congregational and INTER-institutional. The common good, above and beyond personal interests, is the mark of volunteering. Collaboration and subsidiarity are essential for volunteers to carry out their mission. All parties involved (those who send and those who receive volunteers, and the volunteers themselves) need to be connected and on the same wavelength, with well-defined roles and agreements.
Volunteering is not for the adventurous and there is no place for improvisation.

WHY VOLUNTEER?
1. Because you will have an experience of the real world, different from your familiar surrounds, be they geographical, economic, social, cultural, or racial... This personal experience will leave a mark on your life and, without a doubt, on the lives of those who have benefited from your presence and action.
2. Because it will allow you to have the experience of living and acting as part of a Marist community and to grow in the process of personal development and to mature in your faith.
3. As a volunteer, you come to realize that you are part of something much bigger than yourself and have the possibility of exercising your civic responsibility for a greater good: the ‘other’, totally different, but just like yourself. By committing yourself to the other’s cause, you will improve the quality of life, joy and hope, and make a difference in the life and reality of someone else or a group. You go to be with ‘others’, especially the most excluded, to encourage their active citizenship, wherein they discover that together they have greater strength to face injustice.
4. Through volunteering, especially international volunteering, you grow in your self-understanding as a planetary citizen and your respect for life in all its complexity and diversity, and you contribute to the cause of worldwide human development.
5. As a volunteer, you can discover a new perspective on life. An encounter with an ‘other’ is transforming and can change the course or the plans of your life. It changes the way we see the world, opens our minds to what is really important, and make us realize that more often than not our personal difficulties or problems are small compared to others. It makes us let go of old stereotypes or paradigms handed

In the Three2Six project which helps refugee children from impoverished families, CMI volunteers are crucial to the running of our activities. They support our campus coordinators on a daily basis with administrative tasks (e.g. planning of events and activities, communication to parents and guardians) and our teachers in the classroom where necessary. Their presence is also very important for the children with whom they play during breaktime, that they help if they are in need of remedial support and that they care for (e.g. lunch distribution, provision of first aid). In addition to this, CMI volunteers always contribute greatly to our yearly holiday programme by participating in our activities with the children and providing supervision.

CMI volunteers also show their dedication to underprivileged children and communities by participating in monthly alumni days that are carried out with the project’s past learners by the Marist Youth movement. This is an occasion for them to offer the children mentorship through various activities and homework support.

During their time at Three2Six, CMI volunteers are given the opportunity to live in a Young Marist community, Marcellin House, and to build relationships with other international and local Marist volunteers driven by the same ethos and values, which creates a wonderful support community.

Charlotte Magerit, South Africa - Three2Six Project
down to us or shaped and re-shaped throughout history as ‘different’ peoples came into contact with one another.

6. As a volunteer, you grow in leadership and personal empowerment, develop responsibility, openness, availability and capacity to serve.

7. Marist mission needs to be renewed and rebuilt in each situation, context or historical period. Marist volunteers are invited to make the Marist charism their own. Through their actions and witness, volunteers live the sense of solidarity of Champagnat’s dream: “We are ready to work in every diocese of the world”.

When I started my volunteering experience in 2013, where I moved to Bolivia for a year, I had no idea how important to all aspects of my life- the global Marist family would become for me. Not only do I now have family around the globe, I have also had the chance to use this incredible network for my professional development. In 2016, I was working as an intern for FMSI in Rome, where we also visited the Human Rights Council in Geneva. Since December 2017, I started working at the CMI Office in Germany and in January 2019 I was asked to be part of the Animation team for the international Marist Youth Gathering in Guatemala.

THE MINDSET OF MARIST VOLUNTEERS ON MISSION

• Fidelity, the original prophetic meaning of voluntary work: beyond any idea of “doing things for people” or “doing charity”. In our action, we try to address the causes of social problems. Together with the ‘other’, we trace out a path to overcome problems and the capitalist logic: “What will I get out of this?” The logic of Jesus of Nazareth is different: “Freely you have received; freely give” (Mt 10:8). The driving force comes from the communities/organizations/professionals/social leaders themselves. Volunteers collaborate in steps being taken at the local level, steps which began before their arrival and will continue after their departure.

• Honouring the value of each person: both the volunteers themselves with their universe of meanings, experiences, emotions and dreams... and all the people where the ministry is conducted: understanding their reality, history, and desires, listening to what they say and sensing what they are not saying, not judging and not acting with prejudice.

• Following the perspective of Jesus of Nazareth: living among the people, believing in them and in their abilities. Like Jesus, understand the urgencies of the existential and geographical peripheries and adopt a faith perspective: to see the world through the eyes of poor children and help them build “a better world”.
Making the connection with Marist Spirituality: This introduces an intimate and profound force, which gives meaning to everything that is done, which weaves relationships, which gives us the impetus to go out of ourselves to meet the ‘other’ at depth. In any encounter between the ‘other’ and ourselves, we can be sure that God is at work.

Faith, culture and life are not opposing realities; they are interconnected. Faith proposes God’s message and invites us to communion with Him; it is intimately linked to daily life, to culture, to life and motivates us to do works, because “faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead” (James 2: 14-26).

Volunteering is a process, not one to be made up as we go along. It needs to be dreamed and desired, planned, prayed over and reflected upon. Volunteers need to be mentored in their discernment process, when being sent, during their time away and on their return. An evaluation of the journey lived through is fundamental for drawing out learnings and sorting through experiences.

WHO CAN VOLUNTEER?
Anyone in the broad Marist family who has a connection with the Institute: students (as part of their education), parents and family members, former students, teachers and colleagues, young adults in MYM, members of the Champagnat Movement of the Marist Family, Brothers ...

WHERE VOLUNTEER?
In the Province context, in our own works (Schools, Social Centres, Hospitals ...), or in other places and institutions with which we are connected locally. The possibilities are many. In the interprovincial context: through the Provincial Coordinator of Volunteers (CPV) and with the support of CMI - Collaboration for the International Mission, from Rome, it is possible to do voluntary work in one of the 80 countries where the Insti...
In a world governed by stock exchanges, risk premiums and markets, what is valuable and what is not seems very well defined, but it is not true, it is all a matter of perspective. When we talk about volunteering, we talk about giving back, and this is also a matter of perspective. The good fortune of being able to share a small part of our existence with people so unknown and so different, but also so similar, so close and loved, is worth more than any investment in the stock market or a university master’s degree.

Life is there to be lived with others, creating families and friendships that exceed any ‘standard’ criteria or definition.

It is true that you are still in a world where not everyone has the same concept of values, and for them you have given up your time, your youth, your education, your job opportunities...

Pablo Cobo Peinado, Lebanon

I have witnessed a “miracle”. In those lands, among those people where the heartbeat of humanity is perceived as strong and clear, the life that I first saw struggling to germinate is now bearing abundant fruit. We went with humility and a thousand limitations. The volunteers arrived with tremendous eagerness but little in the way of specialist skills. That was more than 20 years ago. Our only objective was to share life, in the villages and cities, to encounter the local people, building up the spirit of brotherhood. We mingled with them in a sincere and warm embrace as brothers. Yes, projects started up: colleges, schools, dispensaries, farms... but our greatest project has been walking alongside the brothers, the Christian communities, the villagers... so that they can assume the leading role in the development of their villages. The work of SED, the generosity of its volunteers, has borne fruit. Pure Gospel: sowing life, being, life-giving. We want to be the outstretched arm of Marist solidarity. We reach out to many corners of the world as envoys of the Marist Family; our strength lies in the mission we share.

Br. Javier Salazar - SED ONGD, Spain
CHAPTER 3
A beacon of hope in this turbulent world
1. Conversion of Heart Towards

When the Jewish people left Egypt for the promised land, they did not become the People of God just by crossing the Red Sea.

Forty years of painful transformation and religious experience was necessary to shake off their previous condition and allow the emergence of a new people, in line with the plan of Yahweh. It was not Jewish slaves who trod the promised land but men and women whose new life and mission was tuned to the alliance made with their true Lord.

In order for the Marist Institute to become a global charismatic family, a retreat, a workshop or even a course on the different dimensions of this call will not suffice. We know that a profound change of vision, mentality and life has to happen. This will be possible only with an awareness that something we have lived through must die...
Living in community outside my own country has presented me with several challenges. Isolation from friends and family, no means of communication, different styles of community living, no regular Masses, struggle with language are some of them. There is a tendency to think that it would be better for the locals to do things the way I am used to — everything would then be more efficient and effective — after all, I am from a more developed and better educated country. It took some time to learn and accept that my role was to “be with” the local community in their cultural situation.

Br. Tony Burrows, Cambodia, from Australia

The number of brothers in the communities and works decreased; we lost influence in privileged sectors of society and our schools ceased to be favored by wealthy Catholics. Our previously proud and thriving provinces quickly learnt to live within their limitations with humility and generosity. What we are experiencing as loss and termination has taken on the wonderful meaning of gain and renewal. The old and worn out dies so that a sprout with greater vitality can emerge, following the direction that the pruner has decided. Understanding and associating this conversion of mind and heart with the paschal dynamic of death and resurrection has the emotional benefit of giving a clearer focus on exploration, creativity and the joy of a new way of living.

Let us embrace our passage through this turbulent and chaotic world in the same way that a mother goes through a difficult labor: with great hope and loving impatience. Let us be beacons of hope for a troubled world.
2. FORMATION TOWARDS A GLOBAL MINDSET

a) Challenges in initial formation (and in the formation of lay people)

The message of the 22nd General Chapter abounds in words and expressions related in one way or another to “a global way of thinking” both in the “calls” and in the invitation to a “new La Valla”:

Inclusion, visibility [...] in today's world, global availability, opening doors to people around and interculturality, promoting the culture of encounter, collaborating with other religions and denominations, respecting the diversity of the Marist world, sharing the variety of experiences in the Marist world, interregional collaboration. To “promote and strengthen the Institute”: the response to the “need to be a global family” (GC XXII)

It is a real adventure to bring together 20 people from different nationalities and to try to make them understand each other and share for months the meaning of their lives, their vocation. We had the opportunity to become a home of light by helping each other rediscover what inspires us to be Brothers and Sisters

Br. Ángel Medina, Director of the Brothers Today Secretariat
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Br. Rui Pires – Composita
How to achieve and move in that direction? It is a question that connects well with what inspired the same General Chapter: *what does God want us to be and to do?* One does not have to wait long to get an answer – it will be possible through a formation based on a vision and conception of our Institute as an intercultural religious family, where diversity and differences are an opportunity to overcome the “Us- Them” attitude and create an inclusive “We” mentality.

From the beginning, as Marists, we have developed a particular quality, a *family spirit*, which is indeed prophetic for an ecclesial reality marked by clericalism. At the same time, it is in tune with one of the major social values that characterized Fr. Champagnat’s time, and which is relevant even today: fraternity. I understand that the 22nd General Chapter invites us as Marists to give our Institute a new face, that of being a global family, at the same time being prophetic, and fostering family spirit.

I would like to indicate five keys points for moving in this direction in the face of the challenges that may arise in the formation process. Some elements are from the themes that Anthony Gittins presents in his courses and writings (*indicated in italics*).

**SENSE OF FAITH**

*Most people are born and grow up in a mono-cultural environment; hence, in general, living interculturality is not “something natural and spontaneous”. To live fraternity as a global family and to go beyond one’s own culture or vision of reality requires an authentic faith. The believer is one who can transcend (go beyond), to discover the new and the different behind the obvious; likewise, be as brother and son of God wherever he is coming from. All this is only possible with faith.*

**DISCIPLESHIP**

*We each have our own way of seeing and understanding the world. To live as a global family means to walk not only along the path that is marked by our own culture; but to venture into the unknown upon Jesus’ invitation. To be a disciple is to respond to the call to choose another way, which is oftentimes unfamiliar. A global mindset is not only about willingness to break new ground; it is doing so with complete openness alongside those who are different from us.*
ACCOMPILICES OF THE SPIRIT
For intercultural living to be possible, the author tells us, “goodwill is not enough” – in its name, there have been countless disasters and injustices committed throughout history. Intercultural living demands full commitment, intense work, authentic dialogue, and a clear vision, especially among formators. More than that, it entails acquiring and using appropriate techniques. Above all, it means connecting the will of the formators and the formands to the action of the Spirit who can make a new Pentecost possible, a new family in which we neither come from the same culture nor speak the same language.

INTENTIONALITY
Intercultural living, like the global family, is possible. God wants it, and it is urgent! When we talk about intentionality, we mean that those who are part of intercultural communities want, desire, and have a clear and sincere intention to live, to pray, to work, to discern and to share with others. They embrace a common project while sowing, cultivating, and nurturing the new realities of life in an intercultural community enriched by the diversity and richness that each person brings.

HOME
It is difficult to think of a family without immediately and unconsciously including in our minds a home, not only as a physical space, but as a place of encounter, of trust, of appreciation and of mutual recognition. Furthermore, a home must also be a place of conversion. In the eyes of God, all cultures are just as valid and “good”. For
Him, no culture is ever superior to others, although we oftentimes find it difficult to acknowledge this truth. Therefore, the more processes we undergo, individually and in community, to cast aside this propensity for superiority which is oftentimes unconscious, the more possible it is to fully accept others in their diversity. This enables us to embrace them as equals in building a global family.

Our history as Marists of Champagnat is a long record of the emergence of international communities, both in the distant past (e.g. 1903) and in recent years. These international communities have demonstrated or are demonstrating admirable examples of life among marvellous companions and dedicated missionaries. They opened new pathways for the embodiment and passing on of the Founder’s charism. The existence of these international communities may have been the fruit of personal choices and generosity or for sustaining noble projects, but today we can safely make the assertion that intercultural living, more than mere international co-habitation, is the future of religious life, including that of us Marists. According to Gittins, “unless international communities become intercultural, certain forms of life will not survive.”

Marcellin often had recourse to this passage from the Psalms, “If the Lord does not build the house…” Today, more than ever, we are invited to let ourselves be guided by the Spirit, to walk forward holding Mary’s hand and go forth full of faith in the future in order to make our global family a reality in this emerging world.

b) Towards global consciousness: Challenges in the formation of laypeople

Without a shadow of doubt, we are in an historical era when we are all conscious of living in a global world. We cannot turn back the clock and so, given this evident reality, we know that our future holds multiple challenges across all the areas that affect our lives: the economy, politics, culture, social relations, peoples, governments, science, technology, health, ecology and, of course, the Church and, more concretely, our charismatic family.

More than fifty years have passed since the celebration of Vatican II. It is a commonplace to say that the message sent to the world and the Church after this great event of the second half of the last century has not been fully implemented. There are many aspects that could be looked at, but here we want to look at the implications of the wider context of ‘being globally conscious’ in which we find ourselves and at the inspirational words of the Second Vatican Council addressed to the laity, the vast majority of the People of God. Now in the 21st century, the 22nd General Chapter has called on us to form a global charismatic family. Such an invitation poses challenges to face in the coming years in relation to
the formation of lay men and women who feel a calling to live their vocation as Marists:

- **To provide pathways of vocational discernment**, with the support of mentoring structures adapted to the needs of each person.

- **To assist people in their personal relationship with the God of Jesus**, through offering experiences of silence, contemplative practices, a spirituality that links faith and real life, and a mysticism ‘with our eyes open’. The words of the theologian Karl Rahner are becoming truer by the day: “Christians of the 21st century will either be mystics or they will not be Christians”.

- **To recreate community experiences** inspired by our Christian origins. A model to look at would be that of the community of Antioch, open to a new reality, that of the pagans, which would make the Church universal, global. Antioch -with its deep symbolic significance for us today due to its location in Syria- is the first place where Jesus’ followers were recognized as “Christians”, with the consequent break with closed ideas of a Judaizing nature. This means promoting experiences of a “Church on the move”, opening up to new realities, cultures, groups and languages in which to be present and proclaim the Good News.

- **To rediscover the mission to which we are called as baptized: to be prophets, priests and kings**. This implies being in our world with several essential attitudes that have to be strength-
ened: the enlightenment that comes from a deep knowledge of reality and that allows us to have criteria to denounce whatever dehumanizes people and makes them unable to reach their potential; and, along with any denouncing, the proclamation of the Reign of God, which translates into a capacity to explore paths that offer new ways of imagining and engaging with politics, economy, society, culture... knowing how to express a new way of worshipping God grounded in one’s own existence, being leaven and yeast in our world, which would lead to more creative liturgical forms linked to life; and, finally, an attitude of service that translates into an inescapable commitment to the impoverished and discarded of our world.

• To imagine ways in which to show a new face of the Marist charism from our lay state. To do this, we have to drink from the original source of the charism that was born with Marcellin and the first brothers and recreate it in this 21st century. This will involve the particular contribution of the lay vocation to the way our charismatic family is shaped. One of these paths will be the articulation of some associative structure in which we Marist laity can organize ourselves to better serve the Church.

• To arrange joint formation activities of Brothers and lay people, in which we deepen and promote our respective vocational paths, with a view to a future of communion and vitality for the Marist charism.

• To accept the call to make a new, transparent way of being Church, leaving aside self-referencing, clericalism, ambition for all kinds of power... so that our Church may be more evangelical, fraternal, missionary and with a Marian face.

• To train laypeople in autonomy, responsibility, adulthood, resistance, hope, indignation, courage, resilience, leadership, commitment and social transformation

• To promote “inter-” dynamics, which means being trained through the learning of other languages, empathy and the capacity to listen, inter-religious dialogue and intercultural encounters.

As the Institute’s Secretariat of the Laity, we are taking up these challenges in the formation of laypeople over the coming years as an opportunity for us to build “the future for the charism based on a communion of fully committed Marists”.

Christian Life Groups– Mediterránea
3. Brothers and lay mission, building

We are living a new moment as Church, a newness that touches our hearts, revives our dreams and moves us to be builders of bridges and beacons of hope for others.

This newness speaks to us of a shared charism: that involves co-responsibility; that is enriched by both community and family life; that values diversity; that is recreated with contributions from brothers and lay people; and that can be seen in new vocational forms of living in the world today, at the service of children and young people on the margins of life.

The main driving force behind this dynamism is the Holy Spirit, so we have to be attentive to intuit where the Spirit is leading us and become available, like Mary, to follow this prompting. This journey demands all the commitment, dedication and creativity we can muster to help give birth to what will give us greater vitality. The XXII GC stated, “The future of the charism will be based on a communion of fully committed Marists”. It is important, then, to reflect on whether the efforts we are making today are sufficient to ensure the future of this communion to which we, Marists of Champagnat, are being called.
PEOPLE - SHARING LIFE AND BRIDGES

For almost 10 years, we have shared our home-life with the Giugliano community. Living in community means going on a journey: one that is full of joy, smiles, personal, human and Christian growth, thanks to a constant exchange and mutual enrichment. Growing personally and in faith is undoubtedly one of the most important aspects of living together. However, as happens on all journeys, obstacles do crop up, such as difficulties, misunderstandings and anger: if they come on top of one another, it can be a challenge to overcome them. With the passage of time, we have learned a lot about ourselves, about religious life and about the Marist charism: Marcellin has left us a family and brotherhood spirit to live and enjoy! For the future, we have to “widen the tent” and let new Marist vocations (lay or brother) mature for a new way of living and understanding community to emerge: one that is smarter, more communicative, with a new structure, more flexible, and which puts spirituality first.

Rosa Cicarelli and Gianluca Mauriello, Giuliano - Italy

Among us, we already have some experiences of shared life that are a reflection of this future and that are born of the desire of laypeople and brothers to live united around a common vision of shared life together, spirituality and mission. There are currently at least 46 mixed communities distributed across 15 administrative units, including the 6 communities of Lavalla200+2. This is good news which confirms that it is possible to live together, sharing the charism in a communion of vocations.

The Spirit was also behind the call of the XXII Chapter to form a “global charismatic family”. Wherever Marists are present in the world, we draw from the same source, which unifies us, strengthens us and makes us live our common vocation as Marists without confusing our specific vocations as lay people and brothers. Becoming aware of this new reality implies a change of mentality, of attitudes and of practices; a change that has to start with oneself.

This fresh start spurs us on to take up the following challenges in order to make the necessary changes and consolidate our common future:

1. A charismatic family. To make progress together in greater awareness of and taking concrete steps towards our global charismatic family and what this could mean for us: a space where different vocations, groups and states of life are united around the charism of Marcellin, respecting each other and complementing each other for the good of all and the service of the Church. This challenge means brothers and laypeople sharing life and mission in a spirit of equality and fraternity. In this way we become co-responsible for maintaining and constantly renewing our charismatic family.
2. Formation and accompaniment. To design processes of initial and ongoing formation for Brothers and lay people, with both separate opportunities for each vocation and shared experiences. This formation will have to combine reflection on the new way of being a brother and the vocation and identity of laypeople as conceived today. In addition, it implies the training of lay leaders as multipliers who will stimulate Marist life and provide a solid formation to other laypeople with a view to strengthening their vocational identity and communion with other Marists.

3. Experiences of communion. To promote experiences of communion between Marists, such as shared retreats, international programmes, mission projects and more mixed communities of brothers and lay people. One action that can help AUs a lot is to implement Joint Formation experiences to open up new paths.

4. A lay association structure. To promote bonding commitments and associations of laypeople, for those who want to live the Marist charism as a life option through a public and visible commitment and in an organized structure. Besides giving a face and voice to lay Marists within a Province, such structures would facilitate their identity within the Church and the Institute.

5. Inspirational activities. To strengthen the inspirational role of the Regional Commissions of the Laity, to generate networks among the AUs and to offer support to those that have less experience, resources or possibilities and that need an encouraging push in regard to lay vocations. In this way, many lay people who feel themselves to be Marists could be helped to discern their response to what could be a call from the Spirit.
6. Lay communities as charismatic reference points: To promote the existence of vibrant, inclusive and committed lay communities that can be reference points for the charism in places where the presence of Brothers is decreasing or in places where a new Marist presence is required and which could be responsible, for example, for opening and sustaining new works.

7. Joint Vocations Ministry. To develop processes of joint vocational ministry in which the Marist vocation of both brothers and laypeople can be presented to young people, focusing on the Marist vocation as a way of life which can be adapted to different states of life. This implies vocational mentoring, sustained over time, and teams trained for this ministry.

These are challenges in which we must move forward boldly. We are encouraged by the words of the Superior General, Brother Ernesto Sánchez, who affirms in the introduction of the document “Being a Lay Marist” that “the gift of the Marist vocation is already found in seed-form in so many people, and it is up to us to encourage its development and maturing. Let us not skimp on time or resources when it comes to welcoming and supporting this new Marist life that is being given to us as a gift.” We, lay men and women, embrace this Marist future of communion with hope, with confidence in the Spirit, making room for the unexpected and daring to give birth to new forms of living the charism of Champagnat.
4. Global Marist
A WAY FOR MARIST

Reflecting on the aforementioned as a Secretariat for Education and Evangelization of the Institute, we thought of reminding ourselves of the need to work in synergy and Networks. Our intuitions bolstered by experiences and learnings to date, are telling us that the future of the Institute as it seeks to incorporate all as a Global Family will depend on working in Networks. The Global Marist Mission Networks are key vehicles for driving the growth of Marist Education and Evangelization around the world, and so for becoming Lights for the future (“beacons of hope in this turbulent world”).

Networks provide access to vital information, resources, and best practices to inform our evangelizing and education strategy. Global networks of Marist mission are aids to gain exposure to people who think differently. The networks will draw on a breadth of cultures, different perspectives and methods regarding education and evangelization, leading to a broader and richer perspective for the global Marist family.

What has been important for me is “Spending my life among young people”. That has meant passing on to young people what I have experienced in my community, enjoying in all humility the wonderful customs of these countries on the road to greater politically independence, and taking some small steps forward together to create a real family opening up to the world. After more than 50 years as a missionary in Oceania, my greatest joy is that of being surrounded by so many friends, to see this large family of ex-students now in significant positions in all sectors of society and, above all, to see how they have integrated the Marist spirit into their lives. I continue to be “fully available” for mission, with Mary’s help.
Networks offer the most current and comprehensive view of how innovation is at work and who is involved in a particular Administrative Unit or Region. By bringing together Marist Educators and Evangelizers with a wide range of expertise, they will provide access to information not available within a single country or Region, and even to a large global Marist approach. Global Marist Networks will provide a platform to aggregate best practices from across our ministries, and to showcase what is working and learn from what is not working.

Connecting to these networks will enable Marist participants to more effectively shape their approach and strategies in light of rapidly changing realities. Access to this kind of information can significantly increase effectiveness by eliminating duplication and increasing cooperation and collaboration. In addition, networks will help reduce costs as participants will benefit from what others are learning and utilize shared resources, rather than having to start from scratch to develop their own.

Global Marist Networks will enable participants to build on their mutual strengths to accomplish more together than is possible by any individual or country alone.

At the heart of every effective mission network is a vision to address a critical or strategic challenge that is beyond the scope of any single country or Region. A synergy through global Marist Networks will create shared value through the cross-pollination of ideas and expertise that can foster innovation, collaboration, and ultimately, great commitments.

At a deeper level, multicultural rich Marist networks based on presence across continents are one of the most visible and functional demonstrations of unity in diversity. In a world that is increasingly divided by race, culture, and religious identity, the global Marist mission networks will create a means for the Institute to demonstrate a powerful witness through unity, love, and synergy.
We thank God for having empowered us to carry out this work and the Marist Institute for having given us the chance to live the charism of Champagnat intensely in a mission outside our borders where we could be useful and of service to those around us.

The CALMECAC Cultural Centre, where we did our volunteer work, is located in Miravalle, one of the most marginalized areas of Mexico. In this cultural space, we were able to share our expertise, especially through music classes, eight musical instruments, zumba, yoga, dance, dressmaking, medical first aid and groups for the elderly. There were also activities for the empowerment of women and the well-being of adults, where we could all share our joys, experiences and knowledge. We worked with people of all ages, but especially children.

We were impressed by the great love and affection that people showed towards us. Working in a non-Marist, non-religious environment challenged us daily to give witness by our actions and deeds. It is an organized community with a lot of initiative thanks to the Marist presence, but with many challenges to over-
come. We wish this community all the best. We will miss them all very much.
We, as a family, have learned to see the world from a different perspective. When we give up the com-
fort of our home, our salaries, our time and make ourselves available to others, God gives us twice as much in return. So, the impact of this experience will be felt throughout the rest of our lives.

b) Availability as a sign of a new beginning

Brother Emili Turú, in 2017, at the beginning of the celebrations of the second centenary of the foundation of the Little Brothers of Mary, proposed a challenge to us:

“To move as a sign of a new beginning.”
Our family situation does not allow us to make this movement permanently, but we have been able to do so in recent years, during the summer vacation.
We have gone to meet the new “Montagnes”, to feel evangelized by them. We do not want to be mere consumers of experiences, so we let ourselves be questioned by reality, feeling the need to advance on the path of conversion. We dream of being part of a global, intercultural family where we are at one with the others. We have made this pilgrimage with hope and enthusiasm. For us, being a volunteer means being available to those to whom we are sent. To have the attitude of “being among”, without further pretensions. A presence in the style of Mary.

We have found places with people who are committed to making centres of welcome and places of refuge for the most vulnerable, various communities that are struggling to make a better world. In the smiles of the children, in the “bread distributed”, in the “cured blind”, we have seen that another world is possible.

c) Called to be missionary disciples

We are lay Marists and have worked for the last 24 years in the animation of Marist ministry, spirituality and solidarity in Bolivia and the Province of Santa María de los Andes.

Our life of faith began in our own families. There we learned to love God and our neighbour, thanks to the witness of our parents. Our Christian formation was supported by the education we received at school and in the parish community.

Throughout this process of growth in faith, a significant event that changed our lives was encountering our poorer brothers and sisters. Experiences shared with street children and ministry with indigenous communities in the parishes in Ecuador helped us to discover the face of Christ in our brothers and sisters who are victims of marginalization, entrenched poverty, and injustice.
Contact with reality, meditation on the Word of the Lord, the celebration of faith in community and concrete experiences of ministry made us discover that the Lord of Life was calling us to be his missionary disciples.

It is for this reason that, a short time after we got married, we sold everything we had and, full of trust in the Lord, we left our land and went to Bolivia. We left our land seeking to respond to God’s call and when we arrived in Bolivia we were able to experience that God was already waiting for us. And so it was. Doors providentially opened, so that we were able to work in pastoral and missionary activities, in this new land.

Bolivia is a land blessed by the Lord, but unfortunately its ideals cannot be realised because of the marginalization and injustice suffered by the poorest. Our mission in Bolivia consisted in announcing by word and life that the Kingdom of God is present, that Jesus dies and rises for our liberation.

LET US GO IN HASTE TO A NEW LAND

Being missionary implies knowing how to leave one’s own land to go where the Lord sends us. In our “departure”, a great gift of God was to get to know the Marists and through them Champagnat. Little by little, this charism became for us a call from God: to live our Christian vocation in the style of Mary and Champagnat. Sharing life, mission, community and spirituality with the Brothers and Lay Marists facilitated our vocational growth. Marcellin’s experience with the young Montagne connected very well with our previous missionary journey.

Thinking of announcing Jesus Christ and making him loved by the poorest children and young people of our world made us anxious to start and set us on our way:

A heart without borders; Choose life; New Hearts for a New World; With Mary, let us go in haste to a new land; Belonging to the global Marist family: All these calls of the Spirit touched us and made us Marists.

For this reason, ten years ago we made a public commitment to live the Marist charism as our life project.

MISSIONARY FAMILY

We have lived this vocational journey as a couple and also as a family. We have four daughters: Laura, Libertad, Mariuxi and Doris. As a family there have been many “missionary departures” as we have sought to respond to the realities of marginalization: visits to homes for abandoned children, setting up meal centres for children at risk, an educational and pastoral presence for nine years in communities of the Guarani people for the animation of Holy Week and other times of the year; moving the whole family, for four years, to support the Marist mission in San José de Chiquitos; beginning the Marist presence amongst the population of Qhora Qhora with Quechua communities; the creation of the SEMBRAR institute, for the educational and pastoral care of government educational centres, located in marginal areas around Santa Cruz; all these experiences carried out in communion with other Marists.

Our four daughters, each one in her own time, have had their own experiences of missionary departure: Laura, a psychologist and theologian, after being in Peru, was a missionary volunteer in Africa (Ghana); then, as part of the Lavalla2000 Programme, two years in China and more than a year in Lebanon, participating in the Fratelli Project. Libertad is a doctor, married with two children. She went to Brazil for her missionary experience. Mariuxi is studying commu-
nication and has been a volunteer in the project “warming hearts” and has worked for several years in the defence of children’s rights in Bolivia. Doris, immediately after finishing school, spent a year as a missionary in Espiritu Santo, Brazil, supporting Marist works. At the moment the four of them are back in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. We were sent to Cuba as part of the Lavalla200 Programme. We formed a community with two Marist Brothers, one from Brazil and the other from the Philippines. Today, we are in the Diocese of Holguin, sharing with the Cuban people and Church a new reality with enormous challenges.

As a couple and as a family we have sought to be at the service of the Marist global mission. Our family experience is the fruit of prayer, discernment and availability to what the Spirit is asking of us. All of this was shaped over time into our family life project. Without a doubt, the physical separation and distance for long periods of time have not been easy, but everything has a price. However, the rich variety of experiences has filled us with happiness and gratitude: the joy in giving oneself to the most needy, the sharing of community life with Marists from other places in the world, the growth in the experience of God who is Love being close to God’s people, the lessons we have learned, encounters with children, adolescents and young adults, the richness of interculturality, the feeling of being part of a global family, sharing life with brothers and laypeople, and then coming together again as a family to share the joy of the experiences we have had. Our family has grown in many ways and has always felt blessed by the Lord of Life.
Wishing to be faithful to what God is asking of us in the 21st century, the Marist Institute is trying to discern the emerging needs of our world and to find responses consistent with our charism and vocation. This touches our lives at both personal and congregational level. Concrete steps and courageous decisions are needed if we are to truly respond to situations of marginalization, exclusion and poverty. Jesus came to remove the barriers of his time; the first Christians opened themselves to the world of the gentiles; Marcellin dreamed of an Institute that reached the furthest corners of the world; in the two hundred years since then, thousands of brothers have responded to needs that arose. And we Marists of Champagnat of today, brothers and laypeople, seek to respond to those we find in need.
I would like to talk about one aspect of the importance of Cmi for the Marist life in Germany. Global availability was always real for me when I was a pupil and missionaries came to Germany for their home leave. They used to visit the Marist schools and tell us about their Marist life in different countries. But this phase of international networking progressively came to an end. Through Cmi and through our young volunteers the feeling of being part of an interconnected global community with a solidarity vision returned to the German Marist scene in a powerful, dynamic and youthful way. Once more our returnees share their experiences in our schools, among the brothers and in the wider Marist family. They bring joy, enthusiasm, hope and life to a Marist Province where the feelings associated with closures and ageing are more the norm. Here we would like to thank all the volunteers and especially all the provinces and projects that receive and attentively accompany German volunteers. You help build a future for us Marists in Germany through our volunteers.

Br. Michael Schmalzl, Mindelheim - Germany
From its beginning, humanity is built on the basis of “the other”. Through the COVID-19 crisis, we rediscovered what has been said so often, that human beings are not created to live independently but that humanity achieves its fullest depth and purpose in establishing relationships, in mutual enrichment, in the need we have of others. This crisis has hit the rich and poor, from north to south, from east to west.

Solidarity encourages, collaborates, seeks to become more available – the Solidarity Secretariat likewise. The Rule of Life (51) of the Marist Brothers captures this form of solidarity brilliantly and poetically: “(we) nurture a heart that allows (us) to recognise when a brother is in difficulty and to help him in a way that is thoughtful and discreet”. A brother, or a sister, sometimes close, sometimes distant. A brother who is from the same culture as me or who belongs to another cultural tradition. A brother who lives in the same house, in my neighbourhood, or who lives hundreds or thousands of kilometres away. Race, culture, language, religion, socio-economic situation ... are not elements which exclude but riches to be integrated.

In this increasingly globalized world of the 21st century, caring for others and for the world encourages us towards greater global availability, to go to those corners where God shows us the greatest need. In doing so, we respond to Marcellin’s wish that “all the dioceses of the world come into our vision.” Availability implies networking, with other organizations as well as our own, in order to eliminate walls that exclude and separate. Walls that exist in our societies as well as those created by the fears within us. To be capable of such a response presents us with new challenges, implies better training, requires a deeper experience. The response will have the ‘other’ at its centre, will understand the other’s worldview, will enrich me with their vitality, and my presence will be of help to them.

This continues to be our challenge today: to be Marists of Champagnat through caring for others (solidarity), caring for our common home (ecology), comprehensive formation (caring for oneself), and a deep and renewed life of faith (relationship with God). These four pillars enable us to live and grow in global availability. And now you! Are you personally open to being challenged? Do you dare to live and work in a network? Are you open to community discernment and reflection? Do you feel called to take a further step in “availability”?

The Solidarity Secretariat invites you to open your heart. Conscious that each person’s character and circumstances need to be respected, we invite you to pray and reflect, to let yourself be “touched” by the idea of global availability within the Marist Institute.
This possibility has always existed and been close at hand, but we have not seen it. We have been blinded by the weight of custom, prejudice and an entirely human but false pride, feeling unique among so many other religious congregations capable of taking a project forward.

Unfortunately, for many of our brothers, it has taken our numbers (low, in relation to our formation houses; high, in relation to our average age) to be the trigger that has enabled us to see the vanity of this stance. But, looking for help to survive as an educational enterprise is, essentially, a narcissistic activity that has nothing to do with a religious congregation, let alone the gospel (cf. Kate Dempsey and John Bottomley, “Has God stopped calling or has the
Collaboration as a Beacon
A new response to new times?

Church stopped listening? Perspectives on the Decline and Regeneration of Ordained Ministry Candidates for the Uniting Church in Australia”). Intercongregational collaboration should not be based on survival but on ensuring the vitality of our mission and communal witness to unity. Perhaps, in order to be convinced of the value of intercongregational collaboration, we need something extraordinary to happen in our personal and collective consciousness. Something similar to what happened to Saint Peter in the visionary trance narrated in the Acts of the Apostles (10, 9-16), when a canvas of new possibilities stretched out before him. What was previously considered their way OR our way, excluding the possibility of AND, was suddenly presented as an inspired way to unite and help the growth of the young Christian community. (The idea of the “canvas” of Saint Peter has been taken from Circular 461 of the FSC “Associates for the Lasallian Mission ... an act of HOPE” Rome, 2010). In narrating his experience to the questioning community, Peter joyfully says to them, “the Spirit told me to have no hesitation in going the men from Caesarea.” (Acts 11,12) Like Peter, the Spirit invites us to consider that what in the past was “enemy territory” must be seen today as the field where the treasure is found (cf. Mt 13,44). Together, we can put this treasure at the service of the only mission that we religious have – to build the Kingdom of God.

Living under the same roof with those of another family

Just as Peter was invited to break with the traditional norms of his culture, religious of today are invited to reformulate former ways of living in community, to accept and share the various forms by which other religious families give expression to spiritual, cultural and social values. Living under the same roof with non-family members has never been easy for anyone. Living in
In an inter-congregational community we will place us immediately in situations for which formation in religious life has not always prepared us. Each member of such a community, in their own way, has heard a particular initial call. This second call, to join an inter-congregational community, carries with it very different personal expectations, quite different for each of its members. Like Jesus’ disciples, each one is undoubtedly influenced by a social environment and personal interests. Each also is marked by the gifts (and shadows) of a formation lived in different contexts as well as by a heterogeneous expression of the vows (despite the fact that, as religious, we all make the “same” vows).

FRATERNAL LOVE AND MISSIONARY COMMITMENT: GUARANTHE CHARISM

Each of us operates from the context of a charism which, at first contact with intercongregational collaboration, challenges us to discover similarities that promote the encounter and differences that stimulate it. But it is not unusual to find that, even when we seek encounter, disagreement is what we find.

The quality of a particular charism can be demonstrated through fraternal love and missionary commitment. We speak here of Charism, and not of sect or party or ideology. Charism, with a capital C, is the...
Gospel that, in the face of brokenness and suffering (either of the people for whom we work or of the people who make up the community), immediately seeks solutions characterised by pastoral inventiveness and passion for unity. The plurality of the community places itself at the service of this passion to remain united.

We have been entrusted with a missionary apostolic service. This is the most visible face of the inter-congregational community and, usually the reason for which it is established. But there is no true service when people who seek unity from a living community and cohesion among its members are ignored. There is, therefore, a more subtle but not less visible requirement: unity within community. And there is also the need for a structured and stimulating life of prayer that nourishes the various charisms and directs them towards “The Charism”. The linking of these elements that could easily become disconnected is what gives vitality to intercongregational ventures.

THE FORCE THAT WILL CHARACTERISE RELIGIOUS LIFE IN THE 21ST CENTURY

The “canvas”, cited above when speaking of the vision of Saint Peter, is as broad as it is mysterious, as attractive as it is complex... in short, challenging. It is open before us; it offers a banquet of opportunities. What remains is our openness, our readiness to approach the canvas and share the food, without preconceived attitudes and dispositions. That will provide the vital force that can distinguish 21st century religious life and effectively transform it into a beacon nourishing our hope.
After many years of a broad experience of Marist life and mission, in various services and levels (teacher, formator, and leadership), I was invited to participate in an international and interprovincial community-mission project for serving migrants and refugees on the United States-Mexico border, which was finally established in El Paso, Texas, USA. This invitation was a response to repeated calls to all of us, all our schools and Provinces, to be present among those most in need and to collaborate in emerging situations in our global village. The millions of people who are forced to emigrate from various parts of our planet, mainly due to poverty and/or violence, have been disturbing the conscience of our Institute and a number of actions have been taken to engage in their care.

I will try to express some of the graces I have encountered along the way, the challenges I have faced, and the lessons I have learned.
WHAT I HAVE VALUED
MOST IN THIS EXPERIENCE

Welcoming and serving the Poor Christ in the most needy. The local bishop often says that, in this city, service to the migrants/refugees is a concrete way of living the Gospel and that here one cannot be a Christian without offering them welcome, support, and protection... Here we receive mostly family units of two or more people, so we are sheltering the Holy Family right here on a daily basis, trying not to repeat the experience of “no room for them in the inn”. To make this ideal a reality at a time when we are receiving nearly a thousand people every day has been a challenge to the creativity, generosity and participation of the various Churches of this city and some neighbouring cities. If this service is at the heart of the Christian experience, it is also essential for how a Christian person grows. These people, whose faith is the only good they possess, evangelize us. They challenge us to develop a heart of mercy and to become like the Merciful Father. You experience a special joy, peace, and inner satisfaction in serving them... even in the midst of painful situations that tear at your heart.

Another beautiful gift is working alongside “marvellous companions”. The personal quality, dedication, gentleness and compassion, as well as thecompanionship and sometimes generous friendship of an army of people who participate directly and indirectly in this service, are both a gift and a stimulus for me to learn and be more dedicated and selfless myself. Here, locals and people from many different parts of the United States come together; full-time and part-time volunteers; from the most varied professions, civil states, churches and religious affiliations, gender preferences, etc., young and older, all united, united in welcoming and serving the most needy.

Although I have learned from books and intuited it personally, it is becoming increasingly clear to me that this commitment must be linked to and sustained by a deep inner, contemplative, mystical life. Such a path combines grace and our personal assent. We have had the good fortune here to come across a variety of mystics who manage to unite contemplation with a generous commitment to faith and justice, passionate about God and their brothers and sisters in Christ.

Finally I should point out a special challenge and price that I have found I have to pay every day, that of being uprooted. Heading off to a new country has not been easy. There, from one point of view, I am also a migrant, trying to live in community with people who speak a different language and who have been brought up and...
educated in a socio-cultural environment that is very different from the one I am used to. I have had to work hard to learn new skills, but I have also had to be flexible and patient and to receive the understanding of others when I am doing this at an age that is not exactly young.

I sincerely wish that all Marists, especially the Brothers, have the opportunity to spend at least a part of their apostolic life in direct service to the most needy.
9. Welcoming the ‘other’

I have heard many times that we are the leading characters in the movie of our life. I think that is a mistaken idea. If you think about it, in the movie of our life, we are not in front of the camera; we are behind it!

We are not directors or screenwriters either, because we have no control over what those who speak on camera will say or when. We look after the filming and have some control over the editing. We are the ones who frame the scene, who decide to focus on this or that detail, imposing our view of relative importance: a broad general shot or a really close-up one depending on the circumstances. We can even do some colour-retouching or blow it up; we can discard any damaged footage and replace it with some in better condition; although it may be from another period or belong to the shooting of another sequence, it can fit perfectly and provide the required touch in the editing process. This is the way I like to think of life because, in our own movie, we give prominence to others, placing them in a privileged spot in
our lives. But the reason I record-live is more than this: recording others live is how I obtain the frames that compose my life, filling it with colours, sounds, laughter and music, similar to how individuals, landscapes, cultures, and places interact with me. This is how I enrich my life-movie, making it more interesting, more entertaining, more alive.

My name is Rosa, I am Spanish and I have been living in Syracuse (Sicily, Italy) for two years, as part of the International LaValla200 Community.

The main characters of the sequence that I have been recording since I arrived here have strange names and surnames, are aged between 4 and 70, and have very diverse nationalities. The scenario has changed enormously since I arrived. We have lived through scenes of great stress: new laws and underhand scheming, ignorance of processes, centre closures, the waiting and desperation, the accrued uncertainty, a worldwide pandemic and my sister named “doubt” smiling every 24 frames.

This whirlpool of experiences has given me plenty of super funny anecdotes, of bright, starry curtains hanging between crowded and happy scenes: such as days at the beach; urban camps; walks around Ortigia; meals at the apartments with the kids... Others with a special emotional charge, full of cut transitions: like completing the project “Towards Integration”; the first person I accompanied to the police station to progress his legal situation; the transfer of Boris, Sualiou and Pascal to Troina and visiting them there; or getting news of yet another postponement to a long-
awaited immigration hearing of one or other of our centre users. 

Coming to Syracuse was for me the opportunity to merge two things into one: the call to dedicate my life to Mission in a LaValla community and, on the other hand, to be able to respond as a European to what is happening on our continent. I never imagined that it would touch my being so profoundly, that it would change my perspective on life, that it would transform my sense of the purpose for which I exist. This first experience of mission has made me reaffirm my missionary vocation and strengthen my faith. 

Community life is also transforming me in unexpected ways. I live with three other directors of photography with whom I share a mission and life-journey, exchanging our distinctive Shooting Plans. This is a task that can at times seem to slow the footage down, but that also enriches it with their different visions and transforms the end result into an original auteur(s) film. Besides, living and working together certainly enriches my life and pushes me to want to improve. We all have a mission to fulfìl ... or better said: Mission has all of us to carry it out. In Spain, in Italy, wherever we are and whoever we are, we should strive to do our best, keep our objectives pure, have enough batteries ready to let others stretch their wings, develop their potential, tell us everything they want to and find enough ‘memory’ in us to go the distance.

In my case, the batteries are charged and there are still gigabytes left on my memory-cards, waiting for new scenarios and to get in touch with other characters for the movie of my life. What about you?

Living as a brother outside of my home country is still not easy even after fourteen years with MDA, mainly because I am a foreigner, doing missionary work. After my first two appointments were cut short due to visa problems, Bangladesh came to my rescue. Challenges abound. One simple example is the Bangladeshi’s spicy curry. It is a very tasty dish, no doubt, but when served day in day out, it is an entirely different story for a Filipino guy like me. What has kept me going is the conviction that I am called and sent. This belief coupled with a positive attitude has helped me strengthen and deepen my desire to stay and work here. Above all, it has taught me to like and love the country and its people.

Br. George Valle, Bangladesh – From Philippines
10. Structures

Although we may think about specific global issues like health, education, finance, and the environment as separate—and perhaps unrelated—challenges to be tackled independently, the reality is far from it.

They are actually deeply connected, and our understanding, appreciation, and responses should be shaped accordingly. Globalization is defined as the increasing global connectivity, integration and interdependence in the economic, social, technological, cultural, political, spiritual and ecological spheres of our society. As a result, the world is rapidly changing from a local to a more global community. People across geographical boundaries are becoming more interdependent on one another. As the Covid-19 pandemic has shown us, what happens in
one part of the world has a profound impact on all other parts. For better or for worse, we truly are connected.

In our most recent General Chapter, the term “global family” was embraced to describe this growing closeness and interrelatedness: “At this particular time, for the vitality and viability of Marist life and mission, we have been called to be a genuine global family. Interdependence, rather than isolation and independence, must become the new normal for us as Marists.” This interdependence or interrelatedness creates greater opportunities for our Institute which has always had the mandate to reach the uttermost parts of the world with the Gospel. As Marists, we must break through global boundaries in order to seize these new opportunities.

To have the rich opportunity to live in different countries, with their peoples, languages, customs, beliefs, values, and differences is a great gift, a grace, an occasion of human fulfillment, a great chance not to be missed. A child born into a poor family, as I was, could never dream or even imagine … During these 40 years I have confirmed for myself that there is nothing more beautiful than trying to feel like a brother to each human being we have the opportunity to meet. And in this attempt, I have discovered that one part of Humanity - in the west - has been founded on a structural injustice … that condemns the other part to live in inhuman conditions.

STRUCTURES THAT ARE TRANSPARENT, SIMPLE, EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE

“Reading the signs of the times” was central to Marcellin’s thinking when he founded the “Little Brothers of Mary.” He saw the significant needs of his time and acted on responding to those needs. We, too, must respond. Recognizing the various emerging realities that will affect the future of our Institute is part of the strategic thinking process that we must continually engage in. Armed with the insight and foresight that strategic thinking brings, the General Chapter asked us to “put in place…structures that are transparent, simple, efficient and flexible” to help secure the enduring sustainability of our Marist life and mission in rapidly changing times.
Let us not forget that our Institute also emerged during a time of tremendous change and transformation. It grew as it adapted to the needs that were presented to it. It expanded across continents and oceans. With this expansion came unique challenges, yet when people are united around a common vision and values, they do not have to meet or be organized in any one location to prosper. In the Acts of the Apostles, we see that the early Christians met in both the temple and in the houses of other believers. In this sense, the early church’s structure was looser, fluid and more decentra-
lized in nature. A good description is that the early church was tightly connected but loosely structured. The overall implication that the early church structure model holds for our Marist Institute is that loose, agile, and fluid structures are better designed to flourish in difficult and changing times. In order to be effective change agents and “beacons of hope”, Marists must think strategically by considering the emerging realities that will likely have a profound impact on the Institute as it journeys through a continuously evolving and turbulent terrain.

As an international Institute, we have continued to move outside of local boundaries, crossing geographical lines by forming partnerships or networks that, for example, connect our Marist mission in North America and South America, in Europe and Africa, and in Asia and Oceania.

22nd General Chapter
Global Availability calls for a total opening to the Marist world in projects that go far beyond the Province or region itself. This openness is what has guided me in my Marist life, in my 26 years of service to the General Administration, from Nairobi to Manziana, passing through El Escorial and Rome.

Our mandate is to “blur” global boundaries and to view our local administrative units as intrinsically connected to the larger, universal mission which connects Marists across the globe. How shall we do this?

The General Administration has undertaken a strategic planning process that encourages the on-going study and creation of networks and the necessary civil and canonical structures which would allow us to share our human and financial resources in a coordinated and participative way and thus strengthen our Marist life and mission.

These structures could promote “best practices” and shared innovation in our educational and evangelization efforts and would ensure the animation and management of our Marist mission and ministries, especially in regions of the Institute that do not have the capacity to do so. The implications of all this require a level of communal discernment and global availability which will allow the Institute to continue “to feel”, “to be”, and “to act” as a global family.
El logotipo del Voluntariado Interprovincial

creado por el Departamento de Colaboración para la Misión Internacional en colaboración con el Departamento de Comunicación de la Administración General, representa la naturaleza del Voluntariado Interprovincial Marista: misión y servicio, internationalidad e interculturalidad, carisma marista y colaboración en la construcción de otro mundo posible.

Componen el logotipo un símbolo y un nombre. El símbolo está formado por la unión de cuatro elementos:

- El globo terrestre, la «M», una veleta y personas. La unión de estos elementos forma un conjunto armónico.

- El globo representa el espacio donde se desarrollan la vida y la misión maristas, el lugar de la manifestación de Dios, y es una invitación a reconocernos y a vivir como una familia global.

- La letra «M» —inicial del nombre «marista»— evoca el carisma, el deseo de vivir sirviendo a Dios en los niños y los jóvenes, al estilo de María y Marcelino.

- La veleta evoca el dinamismo, la acción y el movimiento de los voluntarios para favorecer la vida, la transformación social y el empoderamiento de niños y jóvenes.

- Las personas de diferentes colores, abrazadas y formando un círculo, recuerdan la internacionalidad y la vida intercultural de los voluntarios, que colaboran en la construcción de la Familia Carismática Global.

El nombre es «Voluntariado Marista», con el cual se reconoce a todos los voluntarios maristas del Instituto: hermanos, laicos, colaboradores, estudiantes... El estilo de la fuente utilizada (script) sugiere memoria histórica, distinción, actualidad, dinamismo y vitalidad.

La diversidad de colores y movimientos que reúne el logotipo representa la diversidad de culturas de los 5 continentes y nuestra presencia en 80 países. Nos reconocemos como diferentes y, a la vez, identificados con el carisma marista y el sueño de Champagnat de educar y evangelizar a niños y jóvenes.